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Senate
Council Handles
General Business
At Thursday Meet

Passes
Measure
By Robert P. Dalton
FRANKFORT, Ky. (
The State Senate passed the
package reapportionment bill, 279, today ending the special
session of the legislature.
The Senate quickly brought the
bill to a vote and ignored a
Senate-only reapportionment
measure, which had been passed
by the House of Representatives.
The Senate also defeated an
amendment to change the internal Fayette County senatorial
districts by the same vote, 27-9.
The measure went to the House
which remained in session and
waiting for the bill to be signed by
the speaker. From there, it went
back to the Senate president for
his signature.
The bill now goes to Gov. Louie
B. Nunn for his signature or veto.
If he does neither, it would
become a Law in 10 days. Nunn
said he-would have "no comment
on the bill" until it reaches his
desk.
House Major Leader Walter
D.
Huddleston,
-Dee"
Elizabethtown, chastised the
its "political
House for
chicanery" by putting the Senatepassed bill and the House bill
together in one package. Huddleston then urged passage of the
package.
The Senate-only version which
did not receive consideration was
passed by the House Thursday
with the addition of three
amendments.
The second bill was part of the
option play which gave the
Senate two bills in what House
Floor Leader Terry McBrayer,
D-Greenup, said gave the Senate
a choice.
The special session ended in 14
(continued on Page lent

old 1946 fire truck owned by the
department.
The zoning ordinance for the city can be sold to the fire
newly annexed area of the city department of Nebo, Kentucky
was passed on the second for the sum of $1500. This sale has
the approval of the Kentucky
reading.
Mrs. William Porter, president Inspection Bureau which sets the
of the Austin PTA appeared fire insurance rates of the city.
before the council with a The council has already apdelegation urging that some proved the purchase of a pumper
move be taken by the council to and a ladder truck within the next
better the traffic situation at four years. The Calloway County
Eighth and Main and Ninth and Fire and Rescue Squad has
"
Main.
agreed to aid the city if their
The dangerous situation arose services are needed, in the event
when the state ruled that the stop the city does sell the old 1946
signs formerly in use by the truck.
school, could not be used any The council approved a motion
more on the state maintained that Douglas Helm of Nebo be
Main Street. The state installed contacted and told that the city of
school caution signs, but there is Nebo may have the old truck for
no speed limit sign indicating the $1500.
speed the motorist should travel The $1500 WM be used bf the
when the light is blinking.
Fire Department for upgrading
se
We wonder sometimes if the Lord
Apparently a motorist may their equipment. James Hughes
would approve of all the things
hour
per
was employed as a new firemen
proceed at 35 miles
that are done in His Name.
through the school zone, even with about sixteen persons
though the light is blinking.
making application for the
Porter said "I don't care position.
Mrs.
were
Buntings
Blue
Our pair of
they put the cones back if they The Police Department will
back this morning sitting on the if
put out something that will send three men to Eastern State
can
bird feeder.
guarantee the safety of the University at Richmond to attend
children". She said "I think it's a a police school. The cost will be
that perhaps some of our 8225 to the city plus eight cents
shame
We picked up the following from
will have to be killed per mile.
another newspaper. It's entitled children
is done about it".
anything
before
(Continued on Page Tea)
Win".
"You Can't
Mayor Ellis said that.he would
invite some highway officials
the traffic department to
A man's life is full of trouble. He from
discuss the issue with the PTA.
comes into the world without his
Allbritten
Rudy
James
consent and goes out usually
that the
council
the
to
reported
trip
against his will and the
between his coming and going is
exceedingly rocky. The rule of
contraries is one of the features
of this journey.
Three members of the Circle K
When he is little, the bi girls
Club at Murray State University
kiss him; but when he is big, only Johnny Childers has been spoke to members of the Kiwanis
charged with "flourishing a Club,
sponsoring
their
little-aisle kiss him
If he is poor, he's said to be a deadly weapon and damaging organization, last night at the
property of another", according regular meeting at the Woman's
bad manager.
If he's rich, they'll claim he's to a warrant for his arrest made Clubhouse.
by Calloway County Judge Rick Ward, Lynn Keeling and
dishonest.
The Kirksey United Metrtodist
Hospital. The
If he needs credit, he can't get Robert 0. Miller.
Peter Billard spoke of the purLynn Grove, were treated and released by the
Church will have a special
Three children and one woman were injured this morning
Childers was charged after the pose and activities of the group
three children are: David Conner. age 8 grandson of Mrs. Wood,
evening hour of worship on
when the car in which they were riding went out of control and
Margaret Ann
If he is prosperous, everybody tire of a car owned by Tommy which has more than 800 clubs
the sou of Mrs. Carolyn Conner of Murray;
and
on
home
Sunday, March 14, at seven p.m.,
Churchill
a
in
of
ditch
the
into
Max
over
front
ac,
flipped
;
Thurman was damaged
Thompson
James
wants to do him a favor.
throughout the United States and
Mrs.
and
Thompson, age 13, daughter of Mr.
according to Rev, John Jones,
the Lynn Grove Highway. Mrs. Leonard Wood, driver of the car
Mrs. Bernice
If he is in politics, they say he cording to Sheriff Clyde Steele Canada.
and Alison Wilfred, age 13, daughter of Mr. and
admitted
minister -of the church.
was
School
teacher
seventh
at
grade
Grove
and
a
Lynn
Thura.m.
three
at
Week,
called
K
who
takes graft.
To celebrate Circle
Wilfred.
a
with
morning
"Let All Who Have Breath,
this
to
the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital
incident.
the
If he's out of politics, he's not sday to investigate
Rick Ward said, "We are an
Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon
students at
Praise The Lord" will be the
organization of college men back injury. The three children riding with her, all
patriotic.
theme of the worship hour. The
If he gives to Charity, it's for
dedicated to finding answers
worship will include the reading
enjoy
show.
through action." They
of the 150 th Psalm, and the 51st
unwith
combined
If he doesn't he's a stingy cuss.
fellowship
Mrs
and
A Murray couple, Mr.
Psalm will be read as a prayer in
If he's actively religous, some Linn Tidwell of 709 Sycamore derstanding.
unison.
undertake
hypocrite.
group
will say he's a
Street, Murray, is today Programs the
The State Highway Garage on
Mrs. James Byrn. representing
Miss Janey Kelso and Randy
If he doesn't take a deep in- celebrating their 66th wedding include the issues of drug abuse, the Auxiliary to the Kentucky
into
brilken
was
Road
Industrial
Lee will be special guests. They
terest in religion, they'll call him anniversary quietly at their the ecology and disadvantaged Optometric Association,
p.m.
sometime between five
will sing duets and lead the
emphasized
a hardened sinner.
Thursday and six o'clock this
home. No formal celebration was youth. Lynn Keeling
presented Guidance Counselor's
ion in singing. Miss
congregat
help
soft
a
to
he's
If he gives affection,
that the members try
morning, according to the report Mrs. Jewell Phillips of Hamp- Kelso is the daughter of Mr. and
planned_
kits and books to the local high
realize
students
State
Murray
specimen.
nt
were
Departme
Police
Tidwell
to the Murray
Mr. and Mrs.
schools in observance of National
ton was injured in a two car Mrs. Glen Kelso and Lee is the
If he cares for nobody, he's cold married March 12, 1904, at the there is a problem in drugs and Save Your rsion Week.
Roberts of Highway 94 today at 6:10 a.m.
Thomas
accident that occurred Thursday son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Lee.
Murray.
in
blooded.
home of Mrs. Tidwell's parents. that it is growing
The presentations of these East is now in the Calloway Entry to the garage was gained at 1:59 p.m. at the intersection of They are both students at
a
was
of the
If he dies young, there
Mr. and Mrs: Oliver Swift of near Peter Billard spoke
educational materials to every County Jail awaiting further by breaking a window on the North 5th and Walnut Streets, C.alloway County High School.
work at Paradise
great future for him.
acPenny in Calloway County. group's
high school in the state this week
to a state correctional south side of the building,
to the report filed by
The youth of the community'
If he lives to be an old man, he Attendants for the couple were Friendly Home where they are make current literature on op- transfer after the motion for his cording to the police report. Both according
of the and church are invited to atteniL
officers
ing
institution
invehtigat
the
take
work and
missed his calling.
Miss Nettie Carson, deceased, going regularly to
tometry easily available to every probation was overruled, ac- the Coke machine and the candy Murray Police Department.
If he saves money, he's a and Leslie Thurman of Calloway part in recreational programs senior high school student
open and
cording to the office of Circuit machine were broken
The woman was reported to
grouch.
with the young people.
MEETING CANCELLED
approximately one dollar taken have suffered an injury to the left
County.
President Nixon and Governor Court Clerk James Blalock.
squanlast
at
a
presided
he's
If he spends It,
The meeting of the Murrayfrom each machine, the police shoulder, according to the report.
The anniversary couple are Arlie Scott
Nunn have proclaimed March 7Anderson
derer
County Dry League
both able to be up and do the work night's meeting. Jack
13 as National Save Your Vision Judge James M. Lassiter report said
She was a passenger in a car Calloway
If he works hard, they say he's around the house. Mrs. Tidwell presented the program. Another Week throughout the nets r and verruled the motion for
scheduled klor
y
previousl
of
Phillips
Irving
Roger
by
driven
Boyd, son of
Tuesday, March 16 has bworl
does her own cooking and guest was Martin
in Kentucky, according to Mrs. probation at the regular Rule
(Continued on Pageirea)
Hampton.
Kiwanian Bill Boyd.
This meeting will be
Day held today. Roberts had been
Byrn.
(Cootlasad on Page Tee)
Involved were a 1965 Chevrolet cancelled.
t
"indecen
of
heduled at a later date,
guilty'
found
two door owned by Ray Elkins re-sc
to Wayne M. Williams,
or immoral practices with
and driven by Richard Alexander according
.
another and fixed his punishment
Hodge of 1616 Ryan Avenue, chairman
County
Calloway
as confinement in the peniten- The
Murray, and a 1964 Dodge four
Retarded
for
tiary for two years", by a jury of Association
CORRECTION
sedan driven by Phillips.
door
ng
Increasi
, Kentucky:
nine men and three women in the Children will hold its regular Police said Phillips, going west
A statement attributed to Dr.
Wayne E. Todd, case !Jere in Calloway Circuit. mothly meeting on Tuesday,
cloudiness and warmer toda
Rev.
on Walnut, told them he stopped Harry Sparks, President of
with widely scattered thu
Secretary of the Church library Court on Wednesday and March 16, at 730 p.m. at for the stop sign at 5th Street. but Murray State University, in a
half.
west
mostly
dershowers
Department of the Sunday School Thursday. March 3 and 4.
Robertson Elementary School
newspaper article Wednesday.
(Continued on Page Ten I
Considerable cloudiness and mild
Board, Nashville, Tenn., will be
was actually made by State
been designated
has
March
tonight and Saturday with
guest minister at the First
Roberts haa been indicted by "Membership Month" and
Senator Carroll Hubbard. The
s
thunand
Hutchen
showers
Walter
Mrs.
scattered
Baptist Church on Sunday
the September 1970 Grand Jury emphasis at the Tuesday meeting
statement was that "seldom in a
_
dershowers mostly east half.
on a charge of statuatory rape will be on idirnber
does a man come in
„lifettrie.
the
sjipplieti
Todd
Brother
lent A_t lictirdes
Highs today in the 604. Lows
incident that friends and members are
an
g
greatness, but those
:with
regardin
February
on
pulpit at the church
tonight mostly in the 404. High
who have known and worked with
received by allegedly Occurred on Saturday to attend.
I
Hotel:91s
Vera)
well
Walter
was
Mrs.
and
14,
704
Saturday 60s to low
August 22, 1970. He has
Bert Combs know he is the
those in attendance at the ser- night;
7:30 A 1704 Miller Avenue, Murray
been out on $10,000 bond since On Friday, March 19, at
governor in our
greltest
on
Tuesday
hip
a
broken
vices.
p.m. Miss'Betty Tate, Executive suffered
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
time.
that
history". The Ledger and Times
Lourdes
at
patient
a
now
is
mui
at
speak
will
C.
for
of.K.A.R.
outlook
weather
Director
Extended
regrets this mis-statement.
A cordial invitation is ex, meeting of Benton, Hospital, Paducah, where she
Kentucky Sunday through
tended, not only to the members Wells Overbey was the at- a joint
surgery.
undergone
Calloway las
and
.
Tuesday:
of the congregation, but also the torney for Roberts. Trying the M4field
FIVE CITED
ns to be held at the Her address is Room 237
Chance of
Fair Sunday.
people of the Community to avail case for the Conunonweath, were Associatio
Five
were cited for
persons
Ky
,
Paducah,
Hospital,
Lourdes
Children
Exceptional
precipitation Monday through
themselves of the opportunity to Boyce Clayton, Commonwealth School for
those who wad like to send speeding on Thursday by the
'or
to
urged
is
public
The
Benton.
at
Tuesday. Warmer trend Highs
a
hear this outstanding preacher, Attorney, and Sid Easley, County
Murray Police Department.
ler cards and letters
nttend .mostly in the 604 and lower 70s.
'
-Attorney.
church spokesman said.
. I/ow& an the 40s
Mr. and Mrs. Linn Tidwell

A variety of business was
handled by the Murray City
Council last night in a fairly short
meeting.
The council decided on the
Ford Custom Police Car
reporting that. the Torino did not
meet the specifications. The
Torino is a small automobile and
it was felt that the larger standard size car is needed by the

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Man Is Charged
After Car Damaged

Three Circle K
Members Are
Club Speakers

Four Injured In Wreck

Married 66 Years

Mrs. James Byrn
Presents Eye Kits

For Roberts
Is Overruled

The Weather

Rev. Wayne E. Todd
To Speak Sunday

Retarded Children
Group Plans Meet

Special Service Is
Planned At Kirksey
Methodist Church
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Polls Very Revealing
Whatever generation gaps may exist
apparently are not nearly as extensive as some
would believe. The vast majority of young
people, both in colleges and junior and senior
high schools, tend to view the nation's problems
much in the same light as their parents.
What the young people are really thinking
has been revealed graphically by two of the most
extensive polls ever made of student opinion.
The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education
surveyed 160,000 undergraduates, graduate
students and faculty members on 300 college and
university campuses, and Scholastic Magazines
conducted a poll of 57,000 junior and senior high
school students at 2,000 schools.
More than 70 per cent of the college students
and faculty were satisfied with the quality of
education they were receiving,' and a larger
majority agreed that "students who disrupt the
functioning of a college should be expelled or
suspended."
Similar results came from the younger
students. Nearly 80 per cent believed that anyone
who burned the American flag should be
arrested, and three-fourths were opposed to the
elimination of grades.
Air and water pollution are the most
pressing problems, in the students' view, and
they rate drug abuse as more important than
Vietnam. Crime, in their opinion, is a more
serious problem than inflation or poverty.
All these attitudes coincide with opinions
expressed in adult polls, indicating that ant
communication gap my be merely a matter of
,discovering that people are much alike in their
attitudes, whatever their ages.—Monroe (La.)
News-Star

1

Making The Day Longer
A firm in New Jersey has announced
development of a 13-hour clock. It records 26
hours a day instead of the usual 24, and was
designed for "executives who never have enough
time."
Officials of the Economics Press, Inc., in
Fairfield, New Jersey, said the unique clock will
give those harried executives "an extra hour for
work and an extra hour for pleasure." Such an
extension of time is a luxury that most people,
executives or not, would gladly pay to enjoy.
Unfortuantely, the 13-hour timepiece is not
for sale. It was invented by a management
specialist to dramatize the need for better
planning. "Anyone,,efin convert an ordinary
clock to 13 hours," the specialist said. "Just take
off the minutehand and put on a new face with 13
hours instead of ig."
The rub is that the device won't give its
beholder any more time. As the management
specialist noted, "The only way to really get
more time is to make better use of the time you
already have. That takes a little planning."
So, the 13 hour clock is just another
gimmick. But even if it doesn't tell time very
well, it still has an important message.—
Greenville (S.C.) News

-likrature And Life
Leo Aikman of the Atlanta Constitution haa a
throught worth passing along:
"Sometimes I wish that instead of the course
in Renaissance literature I had during my senior
year, I had taken a course on gasoline motors,
electric refrigerators, elementary pluming, and
elementary electricity.
"Nowadays, it's possible to limp along,
somehow, without a very thorough knowledge of
Renaissance literature. But how much money
could you save if you could fix your lawn mower,
outboard motor, and automobile, and all the
other things that go wrong around the house-Columbia (S.C.) State

Bible Thought for Today
Set your affection
Colossians 3:?.
•

4
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Poetically
Speaking
gY TOM PERKINS
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Passing the Pedal
Pusher

Open 6:45 Nitelv plus
1 om Sat & Sun.
Adm.: 21,50 & 75'
TONITE thru TUE.

Motorists today are sharing our
streets and highways with more

This was dad's day. Fussing' around the kitchen, smelling the
than 60 million bicycle riders, an
good cooking smells rising steamy and strong from mom's fertile all-time
high. As never before,
cooking efforts. Ordinarily ciat didn't bother much with the kit- dri\,er must be alert to his legala
chen except at meal tune. At meal time dad is an expert. But responsibilities as he passes his
today dad's in the kitchen. You could hear mom good naturally slow and silent companion of the
telling him to move over or stir this and that. Dad usually thinks road.
The law's Number One Rule is
of cooking and kitchen work as a women's job, but today was a
a motorist must make fair
special day and he wanted to keep an eye on matters. He didn't that
allowance for the vagaries of
want anything to go wrong. I'm sure more than once he got in bicycle riding.
Take this case:
mom's way, but his spirits were so high she just couldn't bare to , A driver saw a bicyclist ahead
say anything. And besided, I think mom enjoyed having dad in of him on the highway, wobbling
the kitchen just that once. I enjoyed the whole thing because I noticeably. It seems that the
could hear them in there poking good natured fun at each other. rider was steering his bike with
Once, when everything was quite. I cracked the door a little and
looked in. Dad and mom were over by the window, and.., dad
Yuri Zhivago (Omar Shari!) and Lara (Julie
kissed her. Now,I must admit I haven't seen dad kissing mom too
Christie) renew an
, old
friendship at the front during World War I, in
many times. I didn't want to spoil this moment so I just looked
which Zhivago
serves as a doctor and Lara as a volunteer nurse.
and quietly closed the door.
The scene is
from David Lean's film of Boris Pasternak'
Tonight was the night of the big pie supper. Dad, Mother and I,
s "Doctor Zhivago."
The MGM picture, winner of six Academy
were going, and we were all looking forward to eat. This was a
Awards, also stars
Geraldine Chaplin, Tom Courtenay, Alec
fund raising affair for the school. The pies would be sold to the
Guinness, Siobhan
McKenna, Ralph Richardson, Rod Steiger and Rita
highest bidder, and the high bidder got to eat the pie with the one
Tushingham.
Now showing thru March 16 at Salem Cinema
that baked it. Of course,each man made sure he bought his wife's
I.
pie, but there would be some good natured bidding to make sure
some revenue came in.
[7:,e
Letter To The Editor dation also discovered that
Dad's partictlarly happy because mom's the best cook in the
"minors drinkipg or possessing
whole county. Her pies are always the prettiest and best of the one hand and balancing a rake
ar Editor:
whole lot. Dad doesn't mind a bit, infect, he's proud when he has over his shoulder with the other. The petition for a local option Icorioiic beverages in public are Each feature shown once
Nevertheless, the driver neither
up to four times as frequently
to give a pretty price to get mom's. But get hers, he always does.
nitey. Thenderball"
slowed down nor steered to the election of the sale of alcohol in found in wet areas (where liquor
Time has come and we're about ready to go. I asked dad if I left.
Murray
is
an
interesting
item to is legally sold ) as
At the last instant, the
co
red
to
."
,at 7:10 thru
could carry the pie, but he says, "Goodness no. Something this bicyclist
lurched into his path observe as to its signees and
dry areas."
precious has to be taken real good care of, and a little boy just and got hit.
ther events related to it.
"Twice"
at 7:10
isn't up to it. Why I'd be sure to drop it he said. Something this
Was the driver guilty of negliFirst, in an analysis or
Thank you for opening Letters
gence? A jury decided that he ignatures by
pretty couldn't be trusted to a mere boy."
qualified persons
Morn's right behind him as he goes out the door. Dad turns just was indeed, for failing to Sdapt there are a hundred or more to the Editor to this issue.
driving
his
to
a
danger
he
should
right,to smile at mom,and the storm door strikes dad squarelym easily
name-ethat are ineligible. Some Wayne
have foreseen.
'
*LATE SHOW *
M. Williams
his bent elbow. Dad threw that pie right out in the middle of the
Still, motorists are not expect- are names of persons that did not
307
North
12th
Street
FRI.
yard. Dad looked at me. Then he looked at mom. Then he looked ed to do the impossible.
8 SA f.-11:45 pm
sign or authorize their names be
at that pie. Mom looked at dad and began to smile. She put her
Another case also involved a he signed. Many live outside of
arms around him and they stood there laughing together. bicycle that swung across the urray and some signees report
The Almanac
DAVI I FINDMAN /L
1
MUNN ULLA CISTIINAll plesent
Well, we didn't go to the pie supper. I wasn't too disappointed path of a car. But this time, the they were misled by the person By United Press International
accident occurred on a dark
because, at least, I got to lick the bowl.
bearing the petition. A few of Today is Friday, March 12,
night, the bicycle had no lights,
the 71st day of 1971.
and the rider was wearing dark thes people have had their names
The moon is between its full,
removed from the petition.
clothing from head to toe.
Under these circumstances, the
Second, the recent rush of phase and last quarter.
REAL HOPE
Court saw no reason for blaming college students to register as The morning stars are Venus,
the motorist. The court said he local voters
is strange. Some Mars and Jupiter.
could hardly be expected to notice
have
suggested
that local of- The evening stars are Mercusomeone who was so nearly inI met Jesus
and Saturn.
ficials
are
trying
to
be unfair and
visible.
He spoke to me
Those born on this day arei
Furthermore, the bicyclist him- deprive these students of their
For hell
self has the responsibility of right to vote. Many have won- under the sign of Pisces.
To know me
bandturg -his own vehicle with elered why these students did not
On this day in history:
care
Jesus must lie
rush to the County Clerk's office In 1912 Mrs. Juliette Gordon
One rider, pedalling around a when
they first enrolled in the Law organized the first Girl
bend, crashed into a car that was
—Thomas 0. Perkins
Scouts of America troop in
university.
parked at the curb. Painfully inWhy didn't they come forward, Savannah, Ga.
jured, he decided to put in a
In 1933 President Franklin D.
claim against the owner of the declare Murray as their legal
YESTERDAY'S LEGEND
car. He based his case on the domicile, and become reponsible Roosevelt. in office eight days,
I'm much to tired to begin tonight,
fact that the car had been parked citizens so they could pay taxes, made the first of many radio
„
in a no-parking zone.
The legend I had hoped to write;
secure local auto permits and -Fireside Chats."
But the court refused to let
Tomorrowwith new vim and might,
In
1938
ishare
Germany
the
expenses
invaded
of
local
iPIONITE thru TUE.
him shift the blame for what
I'll write that legend pure and bright,
Austria.
was really his own fault. The government? It is doubly strange
1:1111Thift SOB OPUCIt OM= 71,,
Cause the editors to declare:
that some persons that are In 1963 the House voted to
court said:
The shame the time I spent
"A bicycle rider has the same classified as out-of-state students grant Sir Winston Churchill
Getting it all down there.
duty as any other vehicle oper- signed the liquor petition and honorary citizenship in the
ator—to keep it under such con- plan to register to vote. Our local United States.
Tomorrow's day came to rest:
trol that he can avoid collisions.
I had only thoughts to bless.
officials are really trying to keep
He cannot. willy-nilly, run into a
My legend grand had gone the way
students from registering A thought for today: Amen standing
vehicle
and
(expect
to)
My famous legend of yesterday.
illegally and exposing them- can writer John Marquand said,
recover damages."
Marie Jarrett
elves to fraud. Actually, about -His father watched him across
-1n American Bar Association
80
percent of the college students the gulf of years and pathos
public nem ice feature by Will
are not of the age to legally, which always must divide a
purchase liquor whether they father from his son."
1971 American Bar Association
vote or not.
.
andj
,S4e and .ftirrr
According to data published by Drink
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
Hands and food
and drive tip
American Business Men's
hee:mee.a.elegLitterimi
,
NEN '11iRK (UPI) - You Research Foundation, Chicago,
CHICAGO (UPI) - The
Miss Brenda Cunningham won the annual spelling contest. She (an help insure your family's Illinois in relation
[
No
1
pm Feature Sat.1
to the alcohol National Safety Council has
is in the eighth grade at Kirksey. Seventh grade winner was Mary health by keeping your hands problem in Knoxville,
decided on realism in its sloTennssee,
to
due
McLeod of Hazel and sixth grade winner was William Ross of
the hope of reaching
when handling food, ac• three years after Knoxville voted rionse inwho
ing
Kirksey.
cording to, Joseph Rosenfeld. to go 'GO "Wet", the
never
ver respon cl
following
North Marshall beat Lowes 62 to 57 in the First Regional ,upervisor of foodhandler ed- occured: a 300 per cent increase to its "If
drink, don't
Children's Movie
Basketball tournament and will represent the region in the State ucation for the New York City in traffic deaths; arrests
drive- sloganY
for
all
Health Department. Ile stress- criminals offense increased
Basketball Tournament at Lexington.
Instead
Council wants Sat. 1 til 3 p.m. 75'
60 you to at the
the need for handwashing per cent;
William D.Swann, Airman USN,son of Mr. and Mrs. Ewing G.
least restrict what
THEY CALLED HIM
an
increased
amount
of
before and during food preyou
-- have only one
Swann,is serving on the USS Boxer in the Caribbean.
expandable consumer income drink drink
paration,
particularly
per
hour or wait at
before
The Calloway County 4-H Leaders' Recognition Banquet,
was spent for intoxicants and least one hanr-per
drink before
sponsored by the Bank of Murray and Peoples Bank, will be held and after handling raw meat, retail sales decreased
4
per
cent
driving. That's a reasonably
at Murray College High cafeteria. George Corder from the as well as after any interrup- the first year of open
saloons safe way to drink and drive.
tions for other household
University of Kentucky will be the speaker.
while they had increased 9 per
horns.... •
** *
A.C.LYLES
cent the year before liquor came
• •
in; bootlegging has not decreased Baconed pineapple
TECHNICOLOR
and their records indicate that
For a quick snack, wrap
Skis session
as many illegal stills were pineapple chunks with bacon.
CHICAGO (UPI) - The twice
seized in the average legaally Fasten with toothpicks and
1merican Medical Association
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
wwher county as in the average broil until the bacon is crisp
-and the Amencan Academy of
Pediatrics will sponsor a sym- legally dry county. The fours- and brown. Serve hot.
RRA
James M. Overcast of Hazel-left March 10 for
posium _on the skin problems
North Carolina of
where he willte-inducted in the Marine Corps.
DRIVE
adolescence on April 18
CINECOM THEATRES
IN
came
Cuba beat Wickliffe 65 to 59 to win the First Regional
Topics under
-HI Si. Louis.
basketball discussion will include changes
tournament and will play in the state tournament
DAILY FILM GUIDE
Open
i;Open
6:00
-Start
at
645,..
"Bennie Purcell got an honorable mention on the Lexington. in the: Ain in adolesilence
United Press various diseases and allergi
All-American Basketball team",from the column,
7
'
—
Pone
"Seen & Heard reponses during those years
Around Murray".
onile Doors Open 7:00
and the psychological reRobert I,. Hendon has been appointed as director
Sat. & Sum-at-145-of Markets, Kentucky Department of Agricultureof the Division lionses of adolesicents - taltio
BURTON
i WINNER OF ACADEMY AWARDSI
Commissioner of Agriculture, Harry F. Walters. , according to problems.
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ISN'T IT THE TRUTH!
by Carl Riblet Jr.

More dictionaries are sold today than
ever
before, which does not mean, however, that
more
dictionaries ai-edused. After all, you have to know
how to spell in order to find a word in the dictionar
y
and, teachers tell us, it is appalling how
many-,
pupils can't spell k-a-t.
.
"Bad spelling is
the best spelling when it conforms to
sound."
—Thomas Wharton Collens

DOCIOR ZHIIAGO

"Eagiseered" food
WASHINGTON (UPI)
he U.S. Department of Agri
, u1ture is

interested in

"en

gummed foods" for schinil
luaches. These were deserite..1
.1, foods that improve nutri
ie,rial value, reduce cost. are
convenient and improve at
plability or stability. ''Fur.
lit ving sir enriching widel

IN PANAVISION' AND META0031.00

Read The Classified Ads Today

'...lrLi

HAL wag

PROM ,crmi4

&AIM d-

NAOMI It1S417VSVA AI

MATINEE DAILY
Shown weekdays cont. from 3:30
,Saturday & undav from 2:15

..t '
•‘
,•., •.
• A

11..41 ((aids would be con.
•idered the lireferable type of
iligineering, said Food and
ii vit.
Service Administrator Edward J. Hrkman.

:alma ha,. liven added
I'. illy Cit. 11( -Huck and The
miler
--- -

.
..,. .

GENEVIEVE
BUJOLD

'
l16

I NEVER
SANG
FOR MY FATHER"
be

GP

* * *

on things above, not on things on the earth.—

The material things of this world we cannot take with us. so fill
heart e ith things of the spirit e hile there is yet time

y‘eir
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Starring MELVIN DOUGLAS in the role that won
him the Nomination for Best Actor of the Year!
MIDNIGHT HORROR SHOW Sat. 12:00
'Headless Ghost' also 'Screaming Skull'

tke

goasartS Deft
POMMY

rar,

— PLUS....'
'Young Billy Young'
COMING Thur.
for 7 BIG NI-TEil

"COUGAR
COUNTRY"
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Tilghman And Sy-msonia
Mid-Eastlegionals Move Into Semi--finals
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„ Fret from a regular season Squad, which incluaeo, Payne
sonia with 16 and Ricie Heath for Bentiin.
ending 84-78 victory over arch- and Steele.
Tonight, Murray High will
By David Hill
added 13.
rival Tennessee, the Kentucky The Wildcats had two players,
William Durham was second in meet Carlisle and Tilghman will
Wildcats tucked away an un- Casey and Parker, named to the
Benton with 17 points. tackle Symsonia in the sernmiprecedented 26th Southeastern Academic All-SEC team.
Victories came hard last night line for
Conference championship and Kentucky placed five men on, n the second round of the First Charles Brien added 16 marker to finals.
SCORING
turned their thoughts to the the UPI All-Sec team, the first Regional Basketball Tour- the Benton attack
awesome task of winning the time one team had turned the nament. Tilghman barely pulled The Rough Riders shot 62 per
Tilghman (64)—Dublin 6, Paul
super tough NCAA Mid-East trick since 1948 when Kentucky out a win over Fulton County, 64- cent from the floor, on 34 out of 8, Welch 15, White 7, Davis 26,
Region at Athens, Ga., March 18- ?lairned all five first team spots. 63. Symsonia had to fight for, 55. From the stripe, they hit 15 French 2.
Casey was named to the first
20.
Fulton (63)—McFarland 10,
their life to down the Benton out of 30 for 50 per cent.
In running their over-all season team, with Parker and Payne on Indians 83-67.
Benton hit 29 out of their 79 field Goodman 18, Caldwell 15, Wright
record to 22-4, and SEC to 16-2, he second team and Hollenbeck Fulton County gave the Tor- goals for 37 per cent.
10, Sheehan 3, Turnbow 7.
the Wildcats fave Coach Adolph sod Steele to the third team.
little
a
nado all they wanted and
Rupp his 22nd season in which
Nine out of 11 free throw gave Symsonia (83)—Frick 26,
more last night.
The
games.
more
or
20
won
he's
the fourth period, them 82 per cent from the charity Heath 13, F. Whittemore 16, J.
in
Midway
illustrious Rupp now owns 858
Whittemore 9, Bean 8, Allred 7,
the Pilots started a rally that stripe.
arms against only 181 losses for a
The Symsonia height was too Farmer 2, Holland 2.
won the the game. With
nearly
17,
winning percentage of .826 during
4:49 left in the game, the pilots much for the Indians as they Benton (67)—Durham
16.
41 years at Kentucky. Both wins
Brien
2,
Thompson
26,
52-24.
Davis
Benton
ed
outreabound
52-51.
one,
to
closed the gap
and percentage are tops in the
held a six point lead Freddie Wittemore was top Willet 6.
Tilghman
collegiate basketball coaching
49 seconds later, but couldn't rebounder for the Raiders with
prefession.
Tenderize wild game or
hold on to it. The piolts stayed 17. Steve Frick also go 14
Wildcats
The nationally ranked
or two points for the rebounds William Durham, chicken by parboiling with teaone
within
took up where the 1969-70 team
rest of the game except for two Dennis Owens, and Tommy ispoonful of lemon juice or
left off by setting a number of
rebounds vinegar hefore frying or baking.
MURRAY, Ky. — Freshman brief instances when the Tornado Thompson each got five
regular season records. The 1970With eight seconds
"Kayo”
three.
L
by
A.
led
coach
basketball
71 team will go down in the record Willis will be offered a new conPhoto by BW White
left, two free shots by Charles
book as the hottest shooting and tract at Murray State Universi- Eelch gave Tilghman a 64-61
The South Marshall Cheerleaders took top honors in
in
team
most prolific scoring
ty, it was announced at an ath- lead. The Paducah defense gave
the 4tn District Tournament Cheerleader competition at
history at Kentucky.
letic booster's banquet at the Dough Goodman an open layup
Murray, Saturday. Mrs. Marilyn Lovett is the CheerAmong the records set this Calloway County Country Club
leader sponsor. The cheerleaders include Evelyn Hunter,
as the horn sounded the make the
year, with the old record in Monday night.
captain, Gwen Ross, Debbie Lovett, Tonia McKendree,
Paducah 64,Fulton County,
final
parenthesis, are: Most Points in
Willis, who guided the MSU 63.
Rhonda Slack, Phyllis Allen, Nancy Lovett and Rena Jacki.''
Regular Season, 2513 1200 in 26 fresh through kunbeaten season. The Benton Cheerleaders received the runner-up :
Doug Goodman took top honors
By David L. Langford
five
games 1969-70), Conference Play son, had been released, in line for Fulton with 18 points. Ronald
trophy. Other schools in competition Included North
Fla. ( UPI /— day. Plamer had birdied
ORLANDO,
1969School.
speca
Only, 1728( 1723 in 18 games,
with an economy measure cre- Caldwell was second as he netted
in
Marshall, Calloway County and Murray High
holes
consecutive
a
Banging on one's golf clubs with
70); Most Times 100 or More ated by sagging enrollment. In 15. Top rebounders for the Pilots
' "::::.•:.
'0‘.4."•••••••''''''":•"%.•:"'•:•:•`*‘:::::.::::.*4:M:;:*:::0M:::::*:::::*kk:Z:::::::::::::;:;S:::::::*::::•.‘M:::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::0
hammer is not prescribed tacular chafge.
Points, 15 ( 13 in 1969-70); Highest his third year as Racer freshlagging it and it
were Caldwell and Dan Sheehan therapy for the super cool pros, "I was just
Scoring Average, 96.7 ( 96.2 in 26 man coach and second as a fullsaid Heard.
hole,"
the
into
went
Greene
but you can't tell Bert
with five apiece.
games, 1969-70); Highest Field time faculty member, WtIlis
Earlier he had told his caddy he
from
cent
per
44
hit
Pilots
that.
The
that
December
Goal Pet., 50.8 (49.8 in 26 games, was notified last
catch Palmer.
at the end floor, on 25 or 57 shots. From the He got mad after missing the wanted to
1969-701; Conference Play Only, he would be released
to do it," he said.
lucky
was
"I
and
Doral
school year.
charity stripe, they hit 12 out of 19 cut at last week's
52.2 (51.0 in 16 games, 1965-66); of the current
67s along with
in
Turning
decided something needed to he
Speaking before the boosters attempts for 63 per cent.
Floor, 121
Dick Lotz, Dan
were
Greene
Ttte Murray Fire Department Most Points Home
tools.
golfing
67.
Indians
his
83,
about
done
PresSymponia
MSU
against Mississippi ( 116 vs. and team members,
Lister, Julius Boros
Symsonia jumped out front to "I put them in a vise and Sikes, John
vantage ot two Pittsburgh errors basketball team recently played
Most ident Dr. Harry Sparks and
McGee.
Jerry
and
By United Press International to score three unearned runs in a game with the inmates of the Georgia, Feb. 16. 1970) and
head coach Gal Luther announc- end early lead against the Benton started hammering on them—
The Los Angeles Dodgers are the seventh inning and defeat the State Penitentiary at Eddyville. Points Allowed, Regular Season ed Willis would be retained.
five, hut couldn't seem to hold it. very scientific," said the six-too
1969games,
26
in
2049
(
Only.2175
A crowded field just two
reportedly interested in obtaining Pirates, 5-2. Phil Niekro of the
Score for the game was Murray
By the end of the first quarter, Georgia native.
ir,.
circulated
were
Petitions
off the pace included
strokes
Ray Sadecki from the New York Braves turned in four innings of 110 and Eddyville 102. The temas 70.
his
Murray and on the campus, ag- the score was knotted at 20 all. That may not have helped
Midthe
to
Hugh Royer, Dale
prior
lull
Zarley,
12-day
The
Kermit
southpaw
veteran
minutes'
the
fifteen
Mets, but
two-hit ball to spark the victory. played four
ing the university to retain Wil- - 'The Indians exploded dining iron, but today Grekre finds Douglass, Vice Loustalof, Bob
a
as
serve
should
Regional
East
may have flunked his jar in- Johnny Bench had two hits and quarters.
behind the
a
injured lis "for the good of the basket- the second stanza and piled up himself just one stroke
Orville Moody, Gary
terview.
The Murray Firemen are get well period for three
longest leaders in the $150,000 Florida Murphy,
Their
lead.
program."
halftime
ball
43-38
drove in three runs and Bill
Nichols, Lee
Rupp.
Adolph
Coach
,Bebby
and
Groh4
players
supare
who
Jerry's
by
Restaurant.
Dodgers,
The
Plummer had a two-run homer sponsored
Murray's 21-0 showing this lead during the second period Citrus Invitational.
Jerry
Mitchell,
been
has
month
Bobby
past
the
for
reiltgiq,
who
-T
either
posedly ready to deal
That lead is shared b lefty
and a run-scoring single as the Team members are Gary Nance,
year gives Willis a sparkling was eight.
Abbott, Charles Sifford and Dick
catcher Jeff Torborg or catcher Cincinnati Reds edged the coach, Dwight Rutledge, James hospitalized with a foot infection. 53-9 freshman record in three
Californian
after
young
cocky
back
a
Heard,
Symsonia bounced
Crawford.
Tom Haller to the Mets for Minnesota Twins, 9-8, for their Hornbuckle, Lewis Petty, Jackie -Starting guard Kent Hollen- seasons.
intermission and quickly who doesn't mind gambling, and
groin
severe
a
who-suffered
30-yearthe
Kenneth
at
Sadecki,got a look
five Arnold Palmer, the venerable Palmer was pleased with his
With
lead.
the
first victory this spring. Cesar Cooper, Joe Allbrttten,
regained
injury the day before the MU
old lefty in an exhibition game Tovar finally agreed to terms Bucy, and Ronnie Garland.
minutes left to play, the Rough veteran who says he's "striking round at the 6,849-yeard layout at
Thursday and tagged him with a with the Twins for 850,000 Carlos
Also this year the Firemen's game, missed the last four games
Riders took the lead 46-45. the ball better than ever."
Rio Pinar Country Club, the
of the season, but is out of the
5-4 loss.
May paced a 16-hit attack with team has played the PTA men's
Benton never closed the gap to Heard, a 23-year-old college course where he twice shot
to
return
to
eager
and
hospital
Sadecki, who worked three four hits as the Chicago White Sox teams at Hazel, Almo, and
less than eight points for the dropout who has never before record tying 64s last year.
action, Hollenbeck last week
innings in relief, was tagged for bombed
Philadelphia Kirksey with the proceeds going
the
remainder of the game.
held the lead in a PGA tour- -I played well, bull would have
four hits, walked two and struck • illies, 9-2.
to the Calloway County Rescue started his comeback hopes with
David Davis nament, dropp!d, a 35-foot birdie liked to have putted better," he
and
Frick
Steve
light shooting drills and a more
,
to- retirSit
out two ,but
Squad.
tied for game high scoring honors putt on the final hole in Thur- said. "But I didn't putt had You
strenous running program. He
batter in'the ninth inning
match 'don't shoot 66 and putt bad."
with 26 points each. Freed sday's opening round to
52.4
hitting
14.4
points,
averaged
the nodgers rallied for two runs UNBA DRAFT NOTES
Sym Plamer's 66, posted earlier in the
for
followed
Whittemore
from the field, and was among
NEW YORK (UPI(—A coin flip
to win.
the nation's leading free throw FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
Jerry Grote of the Mets had the will be held in Commissioner
%%%%\•\\%\\NS
UPI Several changes have
.., in
percentage shooters wit
run,
noon
at
Walter Kennedy's office
game's only home
balloting
the
in
made
beef)
20
games.
Other Games
next Monday to determine
a procedures for the 1971 major
Mike Casey, who, suke
In other camps: Lou Brock's whether the Cleveland Cavaliers
league, star team, it was anhis
above
muscle
bruised
badly
get
eighth
will
the
in
Blazers
Trail
homer
or Portland
three-run
The Baltimore Bullets got a left elbow in the Vanderbilt nounced today by baseball
inning carried the St. Louis first pick in the National good example Thursday night of
er Bowie Kuhn.
Cardinals to a 7-4 triumph over Basketball Association collegiate how hard life can be without Wes game, has been under par due to Commission
The fans once again will vote
arm,
his
in
and
swelling
soreness
the
was
It
Sox.
draft.
Red
player
Boston
the
Unseld.
teams of..-tlara.:
Cardinals' fifth straight victor Portland will call the flip, Unseld, who dragged the The arm was heavily wrapped in for the starting
and National Leagues,
The Kansas City Royals held which will be made with an un- Bullets from last place to a the Tennessee game, which American
notable change is an
the New York Yankees hitless for circulated 1946 silver half dollar, consistent playoff contender in obviously bothered his shooting; but the most
33 per cent in the
of
increase
11
Casey
of
shots.
two
hit
only
he
for
rally
to
was
had
but
6 2-3 innings
minted the year the NBA
his three-year' pro career, is ended the season hitting 51.4 from number of candidates who wil
to
four runs in the 10th inning
established.
sidelined indefinitely with a
the field, 17.6 points per game appear on the ballots. Kuhn
score their first spring victory, 7badly sprained ankle. His ab- and his 440 points brought his named 128 nominees who will be
triple
run-scoring
Keough's
Joe
3.
sence showed Thursday night as career scoring .-ecord to 1,515, listed on the ballots.
was the big hit for Kansas City in
Geoff Petrie scored 30 points to sixth top scorer at UK, only two
Eight players have been
the 10th. Amos Otis had a 450-foot MIDDLEWIGHT BOUT
lead the Portland Trail Blazers to points behind All-American nominated for each infield
homer for the Royals early in the BOLOGNA, Italy I UPI )—Nino a 136-118 rout of the Bullets.
position and catcher, as opposed
Ralph Beard.
game.
Benvenuti will warm up for his
Petrie, making a solid bid for Guard Stan Key sprained his to six last year, and 24 for the
Al Kaline drew a bases-loaded rematch with world middlewight Rookie of the Year honors, expositions, and in
walk in the ninth inning to force champion Carlos Moazon by ploded for 19 points during a 38- left ankle at Auburn and expects three outfield
crease of six.
Midfor
the
speed
full
at
be
to
the
as
here
run
Chirino
winning
Robert
the
Jose
home
fighting
point second quarter that put East Regional. He performed
Baseball was embarrassed last
Detroit Tigers edged the Houston next Wednesday. Chirino is an Portland ahead 67-50.
year
when several outstanding
18
role
in
reserve
a
in
creditably
Astros, 8-7. The game featured Argentine now living in New
games, averaging 3.4 points a players, such as National League
five homers, two by Detroit's York.
In other NBA action, Seattle
batting champion Rico Carty of
Norm Cash. Jim Northrup had a Benvenuti, who lost his world trounced Detroit 130-97 and San game.
Atlanta, were left off the ballots
by
scoring
in
team
the
Leading
three-run homer for the Tigers title to Monzon last Nov. 7, takes Diego 'swamped Boston 115-91.
a scant two points was junior Carty was elected to the team by
while Doug Rader and Jim Wynn on the Argentine champ again in
Don Smith and Spencer forward Tom Parker. last year's a strong write in vote.
each homered for the Astros.
Rome next month.
Haywood combined for 57 points SEC Sophomore-of-the-Year, The Gillette Company once
adtook
Braves
The Atlanta
to help the Sonics blast Detroit. with 459 points, an average of again will underwrite the costs
Dave Bing led Detroit scorers 17.7, also tops on the team. associated with the election,
with 22 points.
Parker pulled down 222 rebounds, Which last Year drew more than
an average of 8.5, and was second two million computerized ballots.
Stu Lantz scored 29 points and in assists with 75.
The balloting period will extend
Elvin Hayes added 22 as San Second leading scorer and top from May 28 through June 30 for
Diego ripped the Celtics. moving rebounder was sophomore center the game being played at
OF THE
the Rockets to within two games Tom Payne, the 7-foot-2-inch Detroit's Tiger Stadium on July
of idle San Francisco in the race produce of Louisville Shawnee 13,
for the final playoff spot in the High School, who made a big run
Pacific Division. The Rocket late in the season to finish with
defense held Boston to a total of 457 points, an average of 17.6 MONZON'S CHALLENGER
LONDON ( UPI)—Mark Rowe,
37 points in the second and third points a game, and 271 rebounds,
former British middleweight
the
periods.
an average of 10.4 a game.
ON YOUR
who is campaigning
champion
Payne's late season surge also for Carlos Monzon's world crown,
shooting
goal
field
raised his
will meet former world welterFootball Clinic Speakers
percentage to 53.1 to rank him in weight champion Curtis Cokes of
N.J.
CITY,
UPI1 the top five in the SEC.
ATLANTIC
Dallas April 6 in a 10-round bout
—Vince Gibson of Kansas State, Senior forward Larry Steele,
State Bainbridge,Id.,finished with an at the Royal Albeit Hall.
Arizona
of
Kush
Frank
Taxes ore complicated
BOTH
and Lou McCullough of Ohio average of 13.2 points a game. his
Why brew up a storm?
Take your return to H & R FEDERAL
State will be the featured 290 points raised his career total
Block. They've developed
speakers at the 24th annual to 757. Steele pulled down 158 RACING LEADER
AND
Fast
formula
magic
the
MONTEGO BAY, Jamaica
National Football Clinic, open- rebounds, an average of 72 and
STATE
service guaranteed accu)—Ted Turner's American
UPI
(
March
ing at. Convention Hall,
rate by trained tax preled the team in assists with 87.
sloop which is
parers You'll agree — it's
22, and continuing through Senior guard Jim Dinwiddie, Eagle. a 12-meter
the point leader in a series of 19
lust what the ''doctor
as
March 24.
season
who filled in late in the
ordered
international races counting
a starter and playmaker, had the
GUARANTEE
toward the first ocean racing
tax
the
return
evil,y
of
.m
preparation
percentage
accurate
top
field
guarantee
goal
We
world championship, heads a
Masters Radio Coverage
1.7
If we make any errors that cost you any penalty or
team with 54.9, .averaged
,nterest
entry list for the Miami-torecord
AUGUST, Ga. i UPI r—Daily
Intr,est, we w,11 pay tke penalty or
42 s atsgame and finished %kith
rxUnts
Montego bay race starting March
radio coverage of the 35th, assists.
19.
Masters Golf tournament will
• Honors have not, !wen
More than 50 ocean sailing
be. carried by the CBS Radio
withstanding as roach Adolph
for the 800Network, it was announced
peers as yachts .are entered
his
by
was
Rupp
named
AMERICA'S LARGEST TAX SERVICE WITH OVER 5000 OFFICES
ile race, including Salty Tiger.
Tuesday by Martin E. Pinsker,
the
for
Year
SEC
the
Coach of
Hotel Bldg.. Murray. Ky., Ph. 753-9204
awned by John Powell and Wally
director of network programs
Fourth successive year. The
Frank and the runnerup boat in
9 a.m.-9 p.m. Mon.—Fri.
This will be the 6th consecutive
Wildcafs placed three player-, on
9 a.m.-6 p.m. Sal
year the Masters has been a CBS the Coaches All-Sec 10-man the world point standings.
\\ \\\\\\\\%
, \#
\\%%%%%%%%%%% % 405\,
%%,
rt\‘‘Nx\\\%\ \
RAdio Network sports special.
No APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

Willis To
Retain
Position

P,

L

South
Marshall
H h

Palmer, Greene lead
Citrus Open Tourney

,.

en
Dodgers Reported To Be 'Murray Firem
y lle
Play Eddvi
Interested In Sadecki

Trail Blazers
Rout Bullets

Change In
All-Star
Ballot Made

SPRING

BOAT SHOW

Frir4

Saturday 8 Sunday, March13 814
Over

re Sett

-

vie P.,.
m. 75'
HIM

3R

BOATS ON DISPLAY!

100

BOATS MOTORS & TRAILERS
of Various Makes, Types and Sizes
(Fishing Boats - Runabouts - Inboard - Pontoon Inboard/Outboard, up to 24 ft., and Etc.)

TIRED

7.
777€

N.

MUMBO_
JUMBO

We Carry A Complete Line of
Fishing Tackle and Marine
Supplies

* OVER '500 IN DOOR PRIZES! *
Be sure to register.

INCOME TAX

,(7.1-1()N

19)1'
TRIP1.4'w

---- •
.ung
r.

ES!
It

LI FE

HR 133LX,Vetirc0.

You do not have to be present to win!

MACK & MACK
SPORT-A-RAMA
West of Eggner's Ferry Bridge
U.S. 68 -Aurora" on Kentucky Lake
Phone 474-2344
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Bock-Terhune Engagement

Bridge Winners
Named, Calloway

Mrs. Hodges Guest
Speaker At Meet
Ladies Delta Department

The prize winners at
Day Bridge held Wednesday,
March 10, at Calloway County
Country Club, were Mrs. Bob
Billington, high; Mrs. Tommy
(lrisp, second high: and Mrs.
George Hart, low.
Awards were made at the
luncheon by the bridge hostesses:
Mrs. Phil Mitchell and Mrs. Tom
Emerson. Seven tables participated.
The next bridge session will be
held Wednesday. March 24, at
nine a.m.

I Mrs'
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Friday. March 12
North
The
Murray
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Charles
Humphreys, 1106 Circarama
Drive. at 1:30 p.m.
Olga Hampton Baptist Women
of Sinking Spring Church will
meet at the church at seven p.m.

Aaufmati,\\
Mrs. Eunice Overbey of North
5th Street, Murray, is a patient in
Room 407 of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

r

Mrs. Harlan Hodges

se

Saturday, March 13
The Boots and Slippers Square
Dance Club will have a dance at
the American Legion Hall at
eight p.m. with Bill Dunn as the
caller. All square dancers and
spectators are invited.

Sunday, March 14
The Murray Art Guild will be
open from one to five p.m.
Baptist Women of Hazel
Selected art works of Murray
Baptist Church will meet at
High Art Department are on
church annex at 1:30 p.m.
display.

ta:

tic

Mn.Goo Roberts's, Jr., program ebairinia,Is shows wI tear
Murray State students who participated in Monday evening's
program of the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club
Left to right are Ghassan Halasa, a native of Jordan; Becky
Robertson, Murray; Yenette Chow, Tahiraed shi,

Sigma Department
Hears Program By
Foreign Students

ne

WI

eni
Pr
pro'
$5,

at 10:30 a.m. on March 24.
Members were also informed
that the date of the April meeting
has been changed from April 12 to
April 19 due to spring vacation.
The "Thought For the Day"
was presented by Mrs. William
Smith who read from a book of
children's poems about mothers
titled
women
club
and
"Proverbs".
Hostesses for the evening were
Mesdames Tommy Alexander,
William Smith, A. B. Crass,
Thomas Hopkins, and Bobby
Toon.

Baptist Women of First Baptist
Mrs. Harlan Hodges was the (march
will meet at nine a.m. Organist Virgil h'ox will be The Sigma Department of the
guest speaker at the March
presented in the third of the Murray Woman's Club met at
Mrs. Bruce Garland recently meeting of the Delta Department sith Mrs Ray Moore as the Murray Civic Music
Association seven-thirty o'clock Monday
leader
returned from a visit with her af the Murray Woman's Club held
concert series at the University evening for its March meeting.
daughter, Mrs. Jerry (Carolyn) it the club house.
School auditorium at 8:30 p.m. Sigma members attending
Baptist Women of Elm Grove
Caldwell,Sgt. Caldwell, and baby "Kentucky Authors" was the
Baptist
Church
will
meet at 1:30 The Murray-Calloway County were delighted and impressed
daughter, Michele Carolyn, at ;ubject of the very enlightening
program entitled
Ramey Air Froce Base, Puerto irogram presented by Mrs. p.m. at the church with Mrs. Shrine Club will have its monthly with the
Rico. Mrs. Garland who is em- lodges who is one of the best Henry Richardson as the leader. fellowship breakfast at the "Better World Relations Through
Personal Contact" and presented
ployed at Rudy's Restaurant, known speakers and dramatists
Holiday Inn at nine a.m. Note
Miss Judith Ann Bock
by members of Murray State
made the trip by plane from in this area. She has spoken at Flotilla XXVII-5 of the U. SI. correction.
Mrs. Dorothy Bock of Paducah announces me engagement and
University's International
Nashville,
Coast
Guard
will
Tenn.,
meet
via
Atlanta, numerous civic and club funcat the
approaching marriage of her daughter", Judith Ann, to Daniel D.
Student Association.
Monday, March 15
Terhune, son of Mr. and Mrs. Russell- W. Terhww, 804 Olive Ga., and San Juan, Puerto Rico. tions throughout the state and in home of Mr. and Mrs. Ken
Student guests were introduced
Stevens.
The Alpha Delta Kappa will
Street. Murray. The bride-elect is also the daughter of George The baby girl was born February surrounding states.
by special guest, Miss Becky
21.
Mr.
meet
and
Mrs.
in
Garland
the
Faculty
have Mrs. Hodges gave the general
Bock, Sr.. of Galveston, Texas.
Lounge of the
The J. N. Williams chapter of University School at seven p.m. Robertson, daughter of Mr. and
Miss Bock is a 1968 graduate of Paducah Tilghman High School another daughter, Kimberly, age aackground and growth of
the
United
Daughters of the with Sue Chaney, Barletta Mrs. Gus Robertson, Jr. of
and is now a student at Murray State University where she is seven, second grade student at literature in Kentucky and gave
Confederacy
will
have a coffee at Wrather, and Villa Miller as Murray. Miss Robertson is a The Kirksey Happy Timer's 4majoring in music. She is a member of Sigma Alpha Iota, music Robertson School.
some excerpts from the works of
junior business major at Murray H Club held its first meeting at
the
home
of
Mrs.
W. Z. Carter, hostesses.
fraternity for women.
Jessie Stuart. She also listed
University and former .he home of Mrs. James Tucker
State
711
Olive
Street,
at
9:30 a.m.
Clifton J. Bradley of Murray Sher writers and poets of the
Mr. Terhune is a 1968 graduate of Murray High School and is a
international student, chairman sith an election of officers being
The Penny Homemakers Club
student at Murray State University where he is majoring in Route Four has been a patient at state. The program was in Visitors are welcome.
of the Baptist Student Union at held.
the Western Baptist Hospital, keeping with the general theme
will meet at the Holiday Inn at
history.
the University.
Officers elected were Dianne
Paducah.
Plans are now being made for an early August wedding.
of the Woman's Club, "Ken- Two one act plays will be given ten a.m. with Mrs. Paul But- Making up the International
qarrison, president; Jerry
terworthy
as
hostess.
tucky—Our Heritage".
to the eighth grade at New
Student Panel were: bahassan Tucker, vice-president; Melanie
The speaker is included in Concord School at 7:30 p.m.
Halasa, a native of Jordan, Norwood, secretary-treasurer;
Senior Art show of Donald Gill, graduate student
many publications in the United
in Physics and Debra Tucker, reporter.
States and England. She recently
The Faculty Group Bridge Club Sturgis, will open at the president of Murray State Leaders
elected were Darrell
Exhibition
Hall,
Fine Arts University International Studen
spoke at a meeting in Memphis of Murray State University will
lean and Barry Joseph,
Fenn., and received a standing meet in Rooms three and four of Building, MSII. :There is no Association; Joshi, a native o
-ecreational; Terry Bean, $on;
By SANDI GOULD
nited States
ovation.
-Union --Budding a charge and the exhibit
India,-undergraduate studen Larry Cunningham:" pledges:
eOLUMBUS, - Ohio— (UP1)—
Dr.
Hunt
presented
sortie
of
continue
Ybeliattie—$4111streck
through
March
28.
4
Mrs. Hodges was introduced by 730 p.m. For information call
studying science; and Yenet Gary Harper, devotional; Ruth
Women's Society of Christian Home makers will be able to her information to the study Ars. Harry Sledd, program 753-2485 or 753-8279.
Chow, a native of Taiwan,imith, photographer; Timmy
keep
their
favorite
family
conference
on
matter.
this
Service of the First United
BF Show of Daivd Metzger, graduate student
chairman, who also gave the
in horn lean and Terry Boggess, flag
recipes
kitchen
and
utensils
discovered
She
if
learning the devotional part of the program.
Methodist Church met Monday,
Miss Brenda Hilliard will be Murray, will open in the Kappa economics.
bearers; Jo Beth Norwood,
March 8, at seven o'clock in the the United States adopts the new system would be simplified The vice-chairman, Miss Hazel presented in concert at the Pi room of Fine Arts Building,
These students discussed fac scrapbook.
evening in the social hall of the metric system of weights and for school children.
Tarry, presided. Announcements Nowhere Coffeehouse, United MSU, and will continue through of general interest about thei
measures.
A discussion was held on what
"They will only have to deal were made
church.
of the Cancer
InTsiffliErriStry, 202 North -15th March M. No charge.
countries and answered specifi the club would like to have for
A member of Ohio State with one simple system based
Mrs. Buron Jeffrey presented
Crusade, the local art, sewing, Street, at eight p.m. Admission is
questions by Sigma members o programs at the meetings. The
the program with her topic for University's home economics on tens rather than our present -nusic,and essay writing contests seventy-five cents per person.
Tuesday. March 16
such topics as family ties next meeting will be held in
department
says
complicated
the
homemaone
poundsof
discussion taken from the book,
The Newcomers Homemakers making
in March 17, and other coming friends,
religion March when the members will
ker should have little trouble ounces and feet-inches," she
From These Roots-.
Club's evening group will meet education,
!vents.
Saturday,
March
13
and freedom and
adjusting
work on speeches and demonto the new system.
said.
The devotion was given by Mrs.
with
Mrs. Virginia Beach, social position of women
Mrs. Graves Sledd, Mrs. / The New Providence Ridin
in the
"Figuring of quantities and ..larnett
bone.
Georgia Wear on the theme."The Dr. Fern Hunt, an associate
Gatesborough Circle, at 7:30 pan.
Jones,
and
Mrs.
Club
Mavis
will
have
a
dinner
meetin
native lands.:
7:(
The girls will have their sewing
Glorious Mission". Mrs. Marion professor at the school, did costs in the marketplace for McCamish were named to the and business session at
Captain'
oject lessons during the month
Sharbrough, vice-president, some of her own weighing and consumers should be simplified nominating committee.
The annual style show,"Spring
Kitchen at 5:45 p.m.
Preceding the program,
March.
if
presided at the business meeting. measuring on the proposal on a system of tens in Refreshments were served by
Interlude
XVII" will be chairman, Mrs. Batty
Gore Adult leaders attending were
Mrs. L. J. Hortin, Mrrs. before deciding the consumer comparison to the mental :he hostesses, Miss Ruth Sexton, The Murray Women's Bowling presented by the Music Departconducted a business meeting. I Mrs. Jim Ed Norwood, Mrs.
Gingles Wallis, Mrs. Mary would have the easiest part of exercise currently necessary to Mrs. Wells Purdom, Sr., Miss Association will meet at Corvette ment of the Murray Woman's
was announced that the Si
'ames Harrison, and Mrs. James
Farmer. and Mrs. Janie Young, all—if a change were made. - convert pounds to ounces and Kathleen Patterson, Miss Ruth lanes at 330 p.m. to award the Club at the University School
and Home Departments will
Fucker, according to Debra
hostesses, served refreshments The metric study bill in 1968r figure costs per unit."
Lassiter, Mrs. J. I. Hosick. Mrs. prizes in the annual tournament. auditorium at eight p.m.
hostesses for the general mee
fucker, reporter.
Difficulties arose, she said, in
to the twenty-four members authorized the Secretary of'
Alice Koeneke, and Mrs. Stanford
Commerce to conduct a study ors the standardization of tools and
present.
the feasibility of using it in the gauges, interchangeability of Hendrickson.
machine parts, simplification of
international
exchange
and
clerks learning new sizes.
"But actually, the consumer
may have it the easiest," sbe
By PATRICIA MCCORMACK higher education.
decided.
Eight years ago, when Beloi
NEW YORK (UP1)—If one
During her research, Dr.
college president could dictate went on a trimester plan I three
Hunt discovered a standard
admission requirements nation- terms of four months each), a
measuring cup has a capacity
wide, every student would wor work term was instituted.
of 236.6 milliliters, equivalent to
one .„Aar
before entering During the term, students
one-fourth of a quart. The
eollege.
assigned "work" go off campus
"liter" under the metric system
The payoff, according to Dr. and hold down a job.
tt‘
would be 250 milliliters.
Miller ,Upton, head of Beloit
Some go to Europe and work
—This would mean an inCollege in Beloit, Wis., would
be in hotels and banks, some go to
crease in size by just under one
this: A student body possessed the nation's capital and work
*Zr-131
7 74!
tablespoon and the new capaci'
..4,317bal
ty would be one-fourth of a liter of more maturity, greater for solons or federal agencies,
rf
—
PICI
e""4
P
APPAAAA4
motivation and more common others work in poverty proinstead of one-fourth of a cup,"
sense.
grams.
she said.
Next September Debit will "This is not just busy work,"
offer entering freshmen an Dr. Upton said. "They go into
option to .do just that. Under existing -jobs and see the world
P
option 11, as the plan is called as it is."
1
0
.
diy
selected students will pay $100,
otl y.
receive college orientation and
iffk.te, it
job guidance—and then go out
and work for a year.
The Almo Homemakers Club They will have. the peace of
4
1'1'
(Pt.
10.(
)"'io
— C°
•:,
if
met Tuesday, March 9, at ten mind that comes from knowing
r
o'clock in the morning at the they have been accepted by a
home of Mrs. Sharon Childress. college, plus some of the
Mrs.
Robert
Rowland, prestige of being associated The Busy Bees of Kirksey 4-H
750/676
president, presided ,and Mrs. with same.
Club held its organizational
when you buy fhp
Keys McCuiston gave the " "When a person works," Dr. meeting in February at 3:45 p.m.
newest Golden
devotion. The roll call was an- Upton said. -that person feels at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Touch & Sew*
swered with each member giving needed, develops self reliance, Bolen.
Sewing machine
her "first spring cleaning job to independence and can even risk
Elected as officers were Renee
failure. To parents, antitipauon Rolen, president; Chucky
by Sipger. Stretch
be done"
Plans were made .for annual of failure is a horrible thing, Harrison, vice-president;
your dollars now'
day to be held Friday, March 19, but they forget that they got to William Tobey, secretary; Kevin
a
at the Murray Woman's Club where they are yia trial and Scruggs, treasurer; Renee
house. Mrs Ralph Ragsdale will error."
Robey, reporter.
be a candidate for County Dr. Upton maintains that
Pam Todd is song leader, Kim
Clothing chairman. The club will many students today, products Smith is game leader, and Janet
STEREO ALBUM
have a display at the Craft Show. of 12 years of compulsory Towery is refreshment chairBURT BACHARACH
Following a potluck luncheon, education, enter college with a man. The meeting adjourned at
members enjoyed making negative Altitude toward what 4:30 p.m.
the
FENDS
&
it's all about.
bulletin boards
The next meeting will be held"
—ftwir
attitude
isThursday, March 25, at the
that'
on
ONLY
$129
Members present were Mrs. education is an onerous
Comes in Black,
system home of the president, Renee
We have a credit plan designed to fit your budget.
Robert Rowland, Mrs. Keys you have to learn to beat," he
Bolen.
Navy
and White.
McCuiston,
Roger said. "That, instead of viewing
Mrs.
e•'"vs.
Childress, Mrs. Don Bucy, Mrs. education as a process designed
Arlie Kay Beach of Kirksey
Misses sizes 121
Ralph Ragsdale, Mrs. D. M. tohelp a person learn.
/
2-4
Thomas, Mrs. Howard Bury, and "Such an attitude among high Route One has been dismissed
.
sto.S
Girls sizes 41
Bel Air Shopping Center
/
2-9
Mrs. M. D. McGinnis, the latter a school graduates kills the spirit from the Western Baptist
'SINGER CCuRANy
A Twi•Awk e THE,
APPROVED SINGER
new member. Mrs. Pearl Short of the *intellect instead of hospital. Paducah.
In Slim -Narrow-Medium
•
and Mrs. Richard Schroader stimulating and, inspiring."
were
visitors.
.•
'
educator,
The
r11.
ii
%$•
Jailed
lie°
Ii,
a
native of
WATCH "SINGER presents
- The-mixt meeting will be held New Orleans and former Dean WIllo IIsulk to 1111:1441.11
BURT BACHARACH" IN COLOR
Tuesday, April 13, at th8 home of of the School of Business
-ionnUe J lo.rA
Downtown Shopping Center
IMO flake- isi dicta
Mrs. Don Bucy A potluck lun- Administration at Washington
SUNDAY, MARCH 14, 9PM EST CBS-TV
suit II
mach the hinsiwr.
cheon will he served.
University in St. Louis, hhs
pioneered other changes in
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Happy Timer's 4-H
Club Has Meeting
At Tucker Home

you
ex g

tha
jus
due
pin
lell

$15
me(
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per
miu

Mrs. Buron Jeffrey Homemakers Still Can Use Family Recipes
Presents Program- With Adoption Of.NeW *eights, Measures
At Circle Meeting

SINGER
STRETCH 'YOUR'
DOLLARS-SALE!

Childress Home Is
Scene Of Luncheon
By The Almo Club

Get OneTouch
Sewing.
Get this Singe,'
cabinet ffig..42

Beloit College President Says Students
Should Work One Year Before College

*or

5

Busy Bee Four-H
Club Has Meet
And Elects Officers

•-

a

SINGER EXCLUSIVE

MURRAY SEWING
CENTER

•

NE'
cated
antici
ornic
of tl
accor

Jim had a zodiac party Saturday that just wouldn't stop.
We sat around and grooved to the sounds and rapped about
things. I was in gypsy mood and wore my new midi skirt
and peasant blouse. Everybody said, my shoes were something else. I found them shopping on Saturday. They're
Pocos and the'styles are terrific. They've got some
of the smoothest leathers and crinkle patents
and the colors are out-a-sight.
Whin a decision.
I finally chose the right Poco
and got some opaque stockings
the same color as my skirt.
Joe said! was a knockout,
but he's prejudiced.

Ryan's

•

6:30
7:00
7:05
7:15
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:3C
11:0C
11:3C
12:00
12:3C
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
3:30
400
4:30
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
9:00
10t/9
10:3(

5:45
6:00
6:30
7:00
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:01
10:31
11:01
11:31
12:01
12:3
12:3
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:30
4:00
4:30
5:00
5:25
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:0
7:313
8:013
8:X
9:0C
10:(
, 10.4'

L
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Taxpayers Ask IRS
to
--This- column of-questitms-and answers on federal your regular job amounted
that much you won't have to
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S. pay any self-employment tax.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public Use Schedule SE to compute
your liability, if any, for selfservice to taxpayers. The column answers questions
.•mployment tax.
moat frequently asked by taxpayers.

four
evating's
soma's Club.
;Becky
J hi, India.
March 24.
lso informed
April meeting
rom April 12 to
mg vacation.
or the Day"
Mrs. William
om a book of
about mothers
titled
men
evening were
y Alexander,
A. B. Crass,
and Bobby

r s 4-H
eeting
ome
•y Timer's 4f meeting at
ames Tucker
leers being
were Dianne
ent; Jerry
nt; Melanie
ry-treasurer;
rter.
• ere Darrell
y Joseph,
Bean, San;
, pledges;
tonal; Ruth
er; Timmy
•ggess, flag
Norwood,
held on what
to have for
tings. The
be held in
mbers will
and demon-

Q) Why are there so many
Q) I will pay some tax on my
'tax tables in the 1040 instruc- 1970 return because my tax
withholding was not enough. If
tion book?
I increase my withholding for
A) More tax tables were 1971 can I axoid filing a declaneeded this year because they ration of estimated tax?
were extended to cover taxpayers with incomes up to $10,000.
A) Yes, if your withholding
Previously, tables were only will leave you with a balance
provided for incomes up to of tax due of less than $40
$5,000.
when you file your 1971 return
This change will make it then you vill not be required
possible for millions of addi- to file a declaration of estitiotial taxpayers to figure their mated tax. The purpose of the
tax due just by looking at a estimated tax system is to entax table rather than having able all taxpayers to pay their
to make a percentage calcula- taxes on a pay-as-you-go basis.
tion. Besides being convenient,
the tables should also help reduce the number of errors in
Q) How long should I keep
arithmetic.
the records I used for my 1970
return?
Q) If I move before my reA) Tax recorde must be rebe
forfund comes, will it
tained as long as they are
warded to me'
needed to administer any FedA) Yes, if you have notified eral tax law. In general they
new
of
your
your postmaster
should be kept at least three
address. Failure to rrrovide a years after the due date of the
forwarding address delayed return. Some records, however,
the delivery of many refunds such as those relating to the
last year.
purchase of stock or a residence should be kept longer beQ) When you reach 65, can't cause they will be needed for
you deduct all of your medical your tax return when the asset
expenses?
is sold or exchanged.
A) No, only those expenses
that exceed 3 per cent of adjusted gross income can be deQ) Last year, I had income
ducted if you itemize. This ap- from some free lance work I
plies to all taxpayers, regard- did, as well as from my regular
less of age.
job. Do I have to pay both soNote that one-half, up to cial security and self-employ$150, of the premiums paid for ment tax?
medical insurance may be deA) The maximum earnings
ducted without regard to the 3
per cent rule. Medicare pre- subject to these taxes in 1970
is $7,800. If the wages from
miums may be included.

stop.
bout
skirt
orneey're

) No, recipients of gifts
are not liable for federal income or gift taxes on the gifts.
However, generally speaking,
income derived from the gifts
is taxable to you.

A) The law provides that
you do not have to pay tax on
the first $100 in ordinary dividends. Any dividend is an
ordinary dividend unless the
paying corporation indicates
otherwise. If the stock is
owned jointly by husband and
wife, then $200 in ordinary
dividends may be received tax
free on a joint return.

"AFver in Me
Blood"

SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
sunrise Semester

Agricutture AA
I» Farm
Digest
6 :30
Foolery

Sunrise Semester
Hess
Ja
Mil show

Th

•N

Tom
;30 Heckle & Jodi*

I

Ind
Bvie Goolles

Three Stooges
IS,... Stooges
Lancelot Link. Secret
ChitTIP How
Jerry Lewis Sit Camel
Here Come_53'01Kkers

Ardge's Fun House
Hot Wheels
.00 H. R. Prfnetuf
Skvhawks
:30 Here C0.7.03 Grump Archws Fun House
Motor Mouse
5
,
Center
Communal
cew
High SChool Quiz
Mortise's
AirdSirons

SATURDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
Daman:Dr & Munley
,00 Carus 00111n
Jenard
:30 Citrus Open
Outdoors
ahrh'er
:SO
1
Somellsono Else
:30 B'sklall Crtzl'h'er
✓
Film
°Olden's
Crbl'h'er
00 B'slettt'll
as
Festival
:30 B'sk't0'11 O'brh'er
Goff Classic
CBS
D'IzIM'er
:110
CBS Golf Classic
:30 15'0010'11 D'Ist'Wer
Movie:
:00 Tralettorll O'bris'er "Slim Carter"
A
7 :30 frsizitYll Delver
ir Waters
Woods
e ars Wilburn Bros.
Reiter Mtleld News
• ;30 Porter Wegoner
News;
Wthr
; Saoris
wait,
sports
AS News;
Mission: lmoossible
• :30 Andy Williams
lmoossible
PAMUM
:00 Andy Williams
od
My Three Sons
:36 Mavist:
I
Arnie
:e0 "The Pleasure of
Mgt" Tyler Moore
• :is His Company'.
Manna
Manna
qi
AL

3

American Bandstand
Wrestles
Wrestling
Bill Anderson
Sports Ch.IIenØe
Pro Bowlers Tax
Pro BrrMers Tour
Pro lloorlers Tour
Wide World of Sports
Wide World of SpOrts
Wide World of Sports
Fishing
Untamed World
Lawrence Welk
Lawrence Wells
Pearl Bailin
Pair, Bailey
Young Lawyers
Lawyers
NW X.

Q) I made a charitable contribution in December but the
check wasn't cashed until January. Can I deduct this on my
1970 return?
A I Yes, you may take the
deduction for the year the
check Ns ga mailed as long as
you had sufficient funds in
your account to cover the
check.

TELEVISION SCHEDULE

Over the short term pitfalls
awaiting the investor include
repercussions from corporate
bond market congestimn, the
difficulties of Lockheed, possible reversals in Laos and
lingering soft spots in the
business picture, says Argus
Research Corp. Over the longer
run, however, recovery of the
investor confidence, along with
an expansive monetary policy
and the prospect of continuing
improvement in the economy,
should justify a constructive
investment posture.

Sunrise Semester
Tom & Jerry
700
7:05 Farm Digest
7:15 Report
Penelope Pistop
7:30 Discovery
Carl Tipton
8:00 Lost in Space
Jubilee
8:30
9:00 Roadrunner
Look up & Live
9:30 Hot Dog
Oral Roberts
10:00 Jambo
10:30 Herald of Truth
Face me hauon
Nevertheless
11:00 Worship
Roy Skinner
11:30 This is the Life
12:00 Meet The Press
Basketball
12:30 Newsmakers
Born Free
1:00 Water
1:30 Bowling
NHL Hockey
2:00 Citrus Open
2:30
Big Valley
3:30
4:00 Greatest Show—Water
Spell Down
4:30
Report
5:00 Comment
Roger Mudd
5:30 News
Born Free
6:00 Scene at Six
Hogan's Heroes
6:30 Disneyland
Ed Sullivan
7:00
7:30 Bill Cosby
Rarhnrach Spec
8:00 Bonanza
Special
9:00 Bold Ones
News
10t1A Scene at Ten
Perry mason
10:30 Tonight Show

That Girl
Odd Casale
Love. Ama-IC.,. Style
Love. AmeriCan Style_

A I Send it to the service
center for your area. The address is given in the Form
1040 instructions.

Wali--Street
Chatter

630

1100rns
wee ctwearrei
Grotto,
:30 Name or the Genie Andy
ModeGame
Me
of
Name
:00
111
7larnath"
Game
the
:30 Name of
az
M0v,e
so, pMoyle
0
10 10
urine, R.VOr'
WISe',;
News
50
:30 Toni,t

Scripts From Home Launch Joan's Career

Q) I lost the envelope that
came in my tax package. Where
should I send my return?

interest rates and an expansion
of the money supply, combined
with generous credit opportunities and a new'psychology that
emphasizes spending money,
says Walston toz Co. As interest
rates bottom out the market
should go through some sore of
correction and then proceed to
higher levels as the economic
recovery becomes more visible,
the firm believes.

WLAC-5

AC TV
WEEK TV
Chan et S
Ciseasel
sitibAY EVENING PROGRAMS

11 1 :130D
Q) How does the dividend
exclusion work?

The firm recommends longer
term accounts remain fully
invested and that profits be
taken by short-term accounts
issues that are
only in
of the
NEW YORK (UPI)—Sophisti- temporarily ahead
cated investors appear to be market.
anticipating a full-blown econThe recovery in the stock
omic recovery in the latter half
of this year and in 1972, market thus far can be
according to Bruns, Nordeman. attributed largely to declining

their sewing
the month
ending were
ood, Mrs.
Mrs. James
to Debra

Q) Do I have to pay tax on
the wedding gifts I received?

WSM-TV

Channel 4

TV CAMEOS:Joan Copeland

WSDL-8
Know Your Bible
Sego Bros.

World Tomorrow

Wonderama
Johnny Quest
Cattanooga Cats
Bullwinkle
Discovery
Flipper
Pet Set
News Conf.
Soul of The City
NBA Basketball

3:15 Am. Sptsmn.

Johnny Cash
F.B.I.
Movie
News
Movie

Country Journal
5:45
News
600 Morning Show
Real McCoys
Morning Watch
6:30
Bow
Show
Today
7:00
Captain Kangaroo
8:00
Romper Room
Mike Douglas
8:30
Hazel
9:00 Dish's Place
Hillbillies
Concentration
9:30
Gourmet
10:00 Sale of The Century Family Affair
That Girl
10:30 Hollywood Squares Love of Life
Bewitched
Is
Heart
Where
Jeopardy
11:00
World Apart
-Tomorrow
Where
Search
What
11:30 Who,
All My Children
News
12:00 Noon Show
Cony.
Singing
12:05
As The World Turns Let's Make A Deal
12:30
Thing Newlywed Game
Splendored
1:00 Days of Our Lives
Dating Game
Guiding Light
1:30 Doctors
Gen. Hosp.
Storm
Secret
World
Another
2:00
One
Edge of Night
2:30 Bright Promise
Dark
Gorner Pyle
3:00 Another World
Lucy Show
Island
Gilligan's
Trek
Star
330
Dan Boone
Movie
4:00
4:30 Wild, Wild West
5:00
Weather
5:25 News
News
News
5:30 News
Jeannie
News
6:00 Scene at Six
Let's Make A Deal
Gunsmoke
Skelton
6:30 Red
Newlywed Game
7:00 Laugh In
The Real Game.
Here's Lucy
7:30
Movie
Mayberry RFD
8:00 Movie
Day
Doris
8-.30
Carol Burnett
9-00
News
News
Ter,
at
Scene
10. 00
Dick
Cavett
Griffin
Mery
10:30 Tonight Show

APOLLO 16 CREW--Joh4 W. Young. (center), _three.

time space pilot, will command the ambitious, 12-day
Apollo 16 Moon mission next year, the Space Agency
announced at Space Center, Houston. His crew will be
rookies Thomas K. Mattingly (left) and Charles M.
Duke. Apollo 15 is to be launched July 26 with David
R. Scott. Alfred M. Worden and James 13. Irwin aboard.

By BILL DUNN
IF THERE is any marathon record for acting,
Joan Copeland would seem to be a favorite in
the event. Until only a few months ago, she
was getting up at 6:30 a.m, to be at the CBS studios by 8 a.m, for a day of rehearsal and taping of the very popular dramatic series, "Search
for Tomorrow." Finishing by two o'clock, Joan
had an hour to herself before going to the
Bronx for rehearsal of the Broadway play,
"Two By Two," which ran until 8 p.m. The last
stop for the day was The Mark Hettinger Theater, where Miss Copeland understudied Katherine Hepburn in "Coco."
Luckily for Joan, who was nearing collapse,
this arrangement didn't last long. With the
help of writers on "Search for Tomorrow," her
role as Andrea Whiting was written out of the
script temporarily. And then "Coco" ended its
run, allowing Joan to concentrate on the last
weeks of previews before opening "Two By
Two."
• • •
SURPRISINGLY enough, this isn't the first
time Miss Copeland has found herself running
back and forth betweeni acting assignments.
She compared her recent hectic schedule to her
early days in radio, where she began her theatrical career by reading five and RIX female
parts in one dramatic broadcast.
Joan backed up to explain that she had taken
a job at a local Texas radio station as the resident piano accompanist and soloist. About the
time that she grew tired of her accompanist
role, the station manager quit, leaving the responsibility of the show's production to Joan.
Eager to try something new that had nothing
to do with music, Joan suggested that "we do
a dramatic show." Asked where the material
would come from, she said, "I'll write my
brother." She did and Arthur Miller responded
by sending his sister many of his old plays
and notes.
• • •
THE pianist-turned-thespian found she had
award-winning plays but no players. It was a
lack of actresses that forced Joan to assume
all the female parts. But she realized that she
was thereby accelerating the essential process
of getting acting experience. As her talent
grew, so did her parts. Joan eventually left
Texas to pursue her career in her hometown,
New York. Taking on more radio work, she
advanced in theatrical circles steadily until she
reached Broadway with a feattired role-In "Detective Story," starring Ralph Bellamyt Once
Joan tasted Broadway, she knew that was
where she wanted to be.
But Broadway being- what it is. Jong runs
are rare and it's hard to rely on the insecurity
of that alone. Joan found the solution in the
television soap operas. Having a regular role
in "Search for Tomorrow," she is assured of a
long-running hit on CBS and at the same time
Distributed by King

Joan Copeland, who plays Andrea Whitley
in "Search for Tomorrow," has temporarily
left the CBS dramatic series for a role in
oh. Broadway musical, -Two By Two."
is close at hand for auditions of plays coming
to town, which paid off with a part in "Two
By Two."
During previews, Joan was very enthusiastic
about the prospects for the play's success "I'm
enjoying the show. I'm hopeful. It's very good."
By way of celebrating her return to Broadway,
and showing confidence in the musical, Joan
visited her dress designer to select a dress for
the party which followed the opening performance. She jokingly mentioned that the ensemble
cost nine months' salary and at that price she
would work extra hard to asaure the show's
success.
• • •
REHEARSALS in the Bronx and the out-oftown previewa are out of the way. Now Joan
-Copeland can begin to think about her eventual
retuin to "Search for Tomorrow." At this point
she would like to combine the CBS series with
the evening performances in "Two By Two,"
the first being the security and the second being
the fulfillment of her theatrical ambitions.
reelsZee Syndicate

Now there's a new,small
Pontiac with a small-car price
lovers.
for small-carflt
-t

Reynolds & Co. projects a rise
above 950 in the Dow Jones Industrial average and sees little
likelihood that the market will
drop below the 845-850 and
especially, the 820-825 levels it
tested last year and early this
year.
Danish hotel report
(UPI)..
COPENHAGEN
Only 40 per cent of Denmark's
56,000 hotel beds were used
every day in 1970, but diwing
June, July and August they
were almost 100 per cent occupied, reports the Hotel and _
Restaurant Union.
*
Travel guides
W ASH I NGTON-(ITP1)-T he
American Automobile Association (AAA) has published
four new 1971 Travel Guides
to Europe. The guidebooks
divide Europe into distinct
areas: The British Isles, Centeal Europe and Southern EurEach contains all-incluope.
sive "What To Do and See"
and "Where to Stay and Dine"
sections.

As time went on
LINCOLN, Neb. (UPI) Clods-making began when primitive man First noticed the
shadow cast by a mountain
or a tree pointed in different
directions at different times of
day. According to Magdalene
Pfister, University of Nebraska Extension home furnishings
specialist, it was from this the
sundial evolved. The E.gy
she said, invented a water elim-k but it hair drimmlvantages - miich as when the
Ilu the 16th
water froze.
eentur,.* eloilmaking was a
thris tug business and in the
17th eentiir the etickon dock
was ins voted.

,
./enrurra•Coup lirrlr
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Wouldnt yo i know it would be fun to
drive,stingy on gas,quick to service
and built to last.
Of course
car unless vv,
what you ci
Take that •
so it has a
get for tha•
worth a cl,

)uld We wouldn I build a small
lured if would give you more of
•
small car lot
price Ventura n is a srhati car

mall-car price But its what you
price that makes Ventura is
ik
Venturer is fun to drive. It should be its
tram the VeNi• lrack people Which means you

001 5 srno(,.,
Thr hai,

wheetbar,'
r.j in srs

r'dl

Intortable Wide Track ride
There st nifty 111,,iich
asy parking And both thr 250

; glitch

ailable 307 mu -in V

8 reSPOnCt

Ventura at is stingy with your gas
mow,. Both the standard six-cylinder engine
and the V-8 you can order run beautifully on regJlar gas or the new low-lead and no-lead fuels.
The carburetor on the six is an economical
)ne-bacret. and the transmission for both six
and V-8 is a practical 3-speed manual
Ventursa is'quick to service. If you're a do-it..-YeWselfer. you'll like fiddling around with the
new Ventura ci
New twist-lock lamp sockets let you make
'.hanges in seconds
The engine is uncomplicated and there .s
:,leilly of engine-compartment space espe.cialwith the six
it you ever need to nave sornehothi else
cork on Your car--well you II like Ventu'a o too
entn the standard six and ayailablc, V
? °roc lor
.
'OLI(.111 lifTIP•leSted designs Sarni

transmissions. The standard 3speed manual and the available
2-speed automatic. Turbo Hydra-matic or floormounted 3-speed are all rugged dependable.
units

Ventura,: is built to last. There's nothing light-.
weight about this car Its welded-not boltedat hundreds of strategic points to help keep it
tight and quiet.
The body is heavy-gahge steel And it has
double paneling in the deck lid hood and doors
You could probably sum it up best with three

little words Body by Fisher.
So come on It you're a small-car lover stop
tiy, your Pontiac dealers today
Tell him you want to see the new
If s !he .small car that
Ventura
1.ves you more o' what yOu 'A/ant a
-‘ r:r

Ventura n It's Pure Pontiac!
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Jack Staulcup

Troubadour
To Present
Music Show

Maestro Continues Sounds of R-r-r-really 'gig Bands
EV BOB GODDARD
Globe-Democrat Amusement Editor
If the big band era has come and siape, ,
the music historians keep telling us, some'
body forgot to tell Jack Staulcup about it.
Staulcup and his orchestra played their
first engagement at the Hotel Irvin Cobb in
Paducah, Ky., on March 17, 1932, and ,ave
been at it ever since, now averaging 50,000
miles a year traveling from one engagement
to another.
The band has standing contracts with more
than 100 clubs—country clubs and fraternal
organizations—to appear from once to twice
a year in each, and along with incidental club
bookings, night clubs, ballrooms and schools,
the band is booked solid many months in advance.
Jack has a special affinity for St. Louis, as
his was the second band to play the CasaLoma Ballroom when it was just getting
started, and he is still very much a part of
Casa-Loma 35 years later.
It was the Staulcup aggregation that former Casa-Loma owners Art Kawell and Harold Buri'an held in there the entire winter of
1936, and it was Staulcup that helped build up
those ballroom crowds of 3000 dancers Nowadays. Staulcup still plays the Casa-Lorna
about three times a year on two-night stands
and he's due in next this weekend.
Jack Staulcup and his orchestra were the second group to play the Casa-Lorna
Ballroom when it was first started.
tPt. Louis 61uhr-Bentricrat

Student Financial Aid At
MSU Reaches New High
Student financial aid at Murray
State University through the
National Defense Student Loan
Program has reached an all-time
spring high of $316,100 during the
current semester.
Johnny McDougal, director of
student financial aid at the
university, said loans have been
made to 864 students—another
spring semester record.
Both the amount and the
number of students involved are
conspicuously higher than the
$150,400 loaned to 538 students in
the spring semester of 1970 and
the $197,050 loaned to 614 students
last fall.
Additional federal funds and

increased
collection
from
previous borrowers were cited as
reasons for the increase in the
amou-t of available money by
Tommy Marshall, fiscal officer
in the student financial aid office.
office.
The total amount. of federal
financial assistance in the NDSL
program and five other programs
for the spring semester is more
than $700,000, almost double the
$361,300 a year ago.
Marshall gave this breakdown
of financial awards and participating students in the other
five federal programs:
Educational Opportunity
Grant, S82,600 for 377 students;

BY YESTERYEAR standards when the rr-r-eally big bands were as plentiful as high

note, in a Louis Armstrong trumpet solo.
Staulcup's nine-piece orchestra wouldn't be
considered 3 big one. But in this era of small
rortIttels, nine pieces add up to a big band,
and any way you count 'em, they get the
lull-toned, big band sound, thanks to three
tenor saxes, two trumpets, trombone, piano,
bass and drums.
S ta /1 lcup plays one of those saxes and
-doubles in brass' with vocals on comedy
song parodies, perennial hits with all Staulcup dancing crowds.
The Staulcup style has its own individuality, but Jack says he has been influenced considerably by Wayne King, Guy Lombardo,
Jan Garber and Griff Williams and makes
good use of the heavy vibrato sax section a
la Lombardo, Garber et al.
With a library of BOO rehearsed tunes.
Staulcup can answer almost any request
from waltzes to modified rock—but not hard
rock, if you please.
-I refuse to play the junk," he says "Most
people think the young folks go for hard
rock, but if there could be as much of our
type of music heard, I'll bet you the kids
would love it. Take a lot of the FM gadio stations, for instance. They play the good, big
hand music but don't tell you who's playing
it, while the rock stations not only announce
the names•of the band but what the leader
had ror breakfast. How about equal time for
our kind of music?-

Nursing Student Loan, $4,300 for
UCLA WINS FLIP
24 students; Nursing Scholarship,
1,0S ANGELES (UPI) —
$5,100 for 11 students; Cuban
UCLA Monday won a coin fhp
Student Loan, $1,400 for two
and will be the host team to the
students; and Federal Work
University. of Southern Califor- I
.I I
Study, about $300,000 for more
nia if a playoff game is
than 1,000 students.
necessary to decide the PacificMcDougal noted that the
8 basketball title.
availability of more federal
assistance for students is
economically well-timed.
As economic factors such as BRUINS FACE USC
inflation, unemployment and
The Bruins face USC Saturother financial pressures become day and a Trojan victory would
more critical, we acan see a make a Monday playoff .necesMiller
direct reltionship to stuijent__sary, since both teams would by I. Robert (Bob,
applicatiOns for financial aid," hi; tied for the Pac-8
crown.
he explained.
Only the conference winner is
Devices for the determination
In addition to federally- allowed to participate in
post-weight or measurement are
financedprograms, he said the season tourney bray.
used much more in commercial
student financial aid office has
handled 1,104 application for been awarded National Defense transactions than we otten
deferally-insured bank loans loans amounting to more than realize.
The Division of Weights &
isnce last Juy. is in school.
$3.75 million since the first loan
Measures in the Kentucky
McDougal said more than 3,000 was made at the university
in
students at Murray State have 1959
Department of Agriculture is

• 'Commissioner
Miller
on
Kentucky
Agriculture

Freddy Martin's 15-piece orchestra also
doing well these days, says Jack, and so are
a couple of younger fellows—Peter Duchln
with 14 pieces and Jack Morgan (the late
Russ Morgan's son) with 10.
AS FOR THE CURRENT success of .he
Staulcup band, the record speaks for itself:
More people danced to Staulcup in 1970 than
in any other year since he got started. And
they consistently fill the whole dance floor
the moment the band stnkes up the first
tune.
-We don't play anything that isn't danceable," says Jack. "And we have our own
'Built-in' audiences wherever we play, because the dancers who were teen-agers when
we were young musicians ourselves, are still
coming back and, I'm happy to say, a lot of
young folks are dropping in, too, to see what
this big band sound is all about."
Like Staulcup's fans, his bandsmen stick
with him, too. They range in age from 24 to
50, and two of them have been with him for
15 years and three for 12 years. The band is
headquartered in Paducah, Ky., but Jack
himself lives just across the Ohio River in the
small town of Metropolis, Ill., where he conducts all the band's business.
Why Metropolis? For a very good. MIAmusical reason. He met a Metropolis girl,
Ethel Morelan d, when he was playing a
dance there many moons ago, married her
two years later and just stayed there.

European troubadour
Wolfram, who has won acclaim
throughout Europe and America
as a revivalist of the art qf
minstrelsy, will present a
program of music at Murray
State University March 18.
Sponsored by the department
Germanic and
Slavic
•of
languages, the concert is
scheduled in the auditorium of
the University School at 7:30 p.m.
Known as the only artist on the
European continent who studied
the medieval German texts and
music and mastered their
authentical performance, he will
play and sing the music of the
early Middle Ages, of the
Baroque and Ranaissance, and
the romantic ballads of the 18th
century.
Wolfram, who sings in several
different dialects and languages,
has toured the United States for
the past several years, performing mainly at universities
and musical institutes. He appeared at Murray State in the
fall of 1968.
His repertoire includes German folk songs, ballads, ancient
love songs, songs of the Landsknechte Mercenary soldiers),
and a selection of lyrical poems
by bards of the Middle Ages.
Among the original musical
instruments he will play, which
he reconditioned himself, are the
veille, played in church before
the invention of the pipe organ;
the 17-stringed theorbo; and the
ivory alto lute built in Italy in 1551
by a famous master.

responsible for the accuracy of over 233 thousand items
were
devices used for determining checked, with 63,466
being conWeight or measurement. When demned for a
condemnation rate
the
term
"weights
and of 27.2 percent.
measures" is mentioned, most
Retail package items are those
people thing of scales. This is a package by the stores
for sale on
natural reaction, because so their premises. Wholesale
items
many of the things we buy or sell are also checked,
with some
involve weight.
917,000 being inspected last year.
However, measurement-- Of this number, 16,8
percent were
whether by volume or unit, also condemned and ordered
off sale.
plays an important role in our
Then of course there are the
commercial transaction.
For inspections-of gasoline pumps, Tickets are available,in the
example, the
Weights & industrial scales, motor
vehicle department of Germanic and
Measures Division initiated a scases, livestock
scales, tobacco Slavic language in Wilson Hall on
program this past year for scales, LP
gas meters, and the Campus. Prices are 50 cents
testing
fabric
measuring wholesale petroleum
meters. students and fl for non-students.
devices. A total of 544 devices
Anhydrous ammonia facilities
were checked in 54 department are supervised
for safety products on a commercial basis,
stores, with 54 being condemned. measures
we must have some means of
Of course, fabric purchases are Added to
If a
thp,,various in- determining the price.
small compared to such things as spections for
accuracy, is the device for weighing or measuring
retail package items. Last year reOponsibility
for the cer- us used, then it must be acthe Division conducted an ex- tification of
standards used by curate...and that is why the state
tensive program of ctirking industry.
has a weights and measures
retail package items. Ilfact,i When wit buy.
or sefi goods ort• program ,
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OVERNIGHT SERVICE
VIA
PASCHALL TRUCK LINES, Inc.
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Aurora
Benton
Calvert City
Fulton

St. Louis

Louisville

KOCHER TERMINAL

SHIVELY CARTAGE

1517 North 15th St.
Phone
314-436-5334

3433 So. 7th St. Rd.
Phone
637-2778

Gilbertsville
Grand Rivers
Hardin
Hazel
Mayfield

(Intrastate Only)
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Only)
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Benton
Calvert City
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RELIABLE CARTAGE
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Phone
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RELIABLE TRUCK

West Vaco
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Phone
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Interline To Most Points In The United States
Phone 753-1717 for Pick-Ups or Information
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An investment in Your Future

BETHEL UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
Preaching 11 ant. on lit & 4th Sun.
Preaching 6:30 pan. on `..nd Sunday
Preaching 9:30 a.m. on 3rd Sunday
•
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
Preaching at 7 p.m. on lit & 3rd
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Preaching at 9.30 a.m. on 4th Sun
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JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
107 North Fourtle Street
Orierse R. lineitiers
10 39 a M
Watchtower Study .
s.30, am.
Dible Lecture Sunday

CLIFFORD'S GULF SERVICE
Free pick-up & delivery
We gives & H Green Stamps

Ph 753-9091

Five Points

TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
COVERING
Main

Moore

THROUGH THE COURTESY 0
SINESSES

THIS PAGE SPONARED
paints

THE FOLLOWIN

Ph. 753-30E3

ass 75343g7

"Transmissions are our business
Not a side line

The Businessman's Choice For Fine Printing
403 Maple St. -:- Murray, Kentucky

Compliments

NEAL STARKS
Mobile Home Sales 8 Service

of

Peoples Bonk of Murray,NKy.

"A Complete Service Garage"
WE SPECIALIZE IN DOUBLE

Complete Banking Service - IttIernber FDIC
500 Main Phone 753 3231
753 6655
Branch Orrice So 12th &

WIDE MOBILE HOMES
5 mi. north Of Murray on 641, Ph 753-6734

Massey-Ferguson Sales and Service
Phone 753.1319
Industrial Road

North 12th Street

TOM ANDREWS- YOUR HOST
Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: Mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin - Thurs., Chicken - Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 Call In Orders to 7534419

Man
Pri Motors
ummi
Cain &Treas Motor Sales

@OGOIlirdi

"It's Firmer LIckin' Good"

Grain Division
Out!
Holmes Ellis. Attr753,8220

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwichs
Call In Orders 753 7101
Sycamore at 12th

Ambassador—Hornet—Rebel— Gremlin—Jeep
Top Quality Used Cars.
Phon, 753 6448
l'it'(' Points

Shirley Florist

A

Fait Service
ri.11

R•amemiai -

HOGS BOUGHT DAILY

Wm. E.- Dodson: Owner

Southside Restaurcunt

Div.

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish Fri and Sat.
Plate Lunches Daily Banquet Room Facilities
fee Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings
753 302
So Side Manor Shopping Center

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
4

Heating Sheet Metal
Nth at Chestnio

Air

CondiliOnIng

7713 4832

The I

leaner That s

and Lake

Mobile Home Courts

Randy Thornton Service Co.

Trenholm's Drive-In

ting-Lommerciat Refrigeration
Air Conditioning-Hea
Service Through Knowledge
Phone 753 8181
802 chestnut

Nenny Penny Chicken • Pills Spaghetti
Frve Delivery on Orders of 4210 or More
75.3 2997
12th di Chestnut

Phone 753-5209

Mayfield Hwy. 121

Edwin Cain Construction Co.
RESIDENTIAL

COMMERCIAL

el

Dairy Cheer
Bar-B 0.
Charcoal Hamburgers, Chock!". Pit
Shakes, Splits, Stifitlaes
Ph 753-6002
1206 Chestnut

Phone 753 2202

1415 Main Street

Wayne Darnell Outboard Mann
Your Johnson Motors Dealer
Sales, Parts, Service - Complete Boating Supplies
Phone 753 3734
94 E at Murray Bait Co

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

Open Sundays
;.ii 2,011

K-

tive-grz

c.f\'oot BEET
CJt/'and

,...:Syearriote

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

eve

P71.

75.3-7713

Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Sales and Service
205 No. 4th Street

Phone 753-5802

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Building Blocks a Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street

Phime 753-5012

Phone 753 1540

Hendon's Service Station

elBef

Closed On Sunday
Phillips 66 Products

Your Happy Shopping Store
753 1773
114 So. 1th

Farm - - Building Lots
Le isir,
Selling
Buying

SU ildIngs

Phone 753.575

Bowling At Its Best — Fine Food

Lovett Brot

Carroll Tire Service
Your

1105 Pogue

DISTRIBUTOR OF GIJA_F PRODUCTS
Tires—Batteries- -Accessories

Ur, Royal Tire Dealer

tliF7 of S 12th

Phone i53 1489

South 2nd •St

Murray Sport & Marine
Gtastron-.-Tidecrafl
PolarKraft—Siarcraft—Boat Campi.r,
Evinrude

Complete Service Shop
718

Illommomme

Sunday School __-_ 10:00 S.M.
11;00 ana.
preaching
5:00 p.m
evening Service

Shady Oaks

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

V

Bel Air Shopping Center

Interested In You

Property

OF CHRIST
M•erev-Pottertewn Read

No 4th Street

Phone 753 1921

SIN

Storey's Food Giant

Boone's Incorporated

Meats

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

Sale Every Tuesday at 5 p.m. • Ph. 7S3-4334

Phone 753 7992

Jas D Clopton

Selection of Relishes - Wads
Vegetables and Desserts'

Murray Livestock Co..

Palace Drive-In
Five Points

Choice

"For Alt Your Fettilirer Needs"
753 1933
Murray. Ks.

Flowers lee All Occasions
Member F.T.D.
753-3I
502 N 4th St

S 4)1

Colonial House Smorgasbord

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.

PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
CHURCH
CHURCH
15th & Main
lith & Sycamore
1'00 pm
am.
9:16
Sunday School
Sabbath School
1(10 n.m.
Morning Worship
10 30 am. Worship Ser

Mr & Mrs. Wm. A. Jones, owners
fabrics
—Custom made drapes, tatesi in
—Furniture & Auto Upholstery
Ph 753-7494
606 s 41h

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.

Ktstmcky fried ekiekts

7 p.m.

Evening Worship

Peck's Upholstery & Fabric Shop

Phone 753 2221

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
UNITED METHODIST CU'UNCIS
10:46 am.
Morning Worship

040 'MIST !SO p.m.

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy Slat Aurora
Phone 474 2202

Grecian Steak House

Lassiter Auto Sales

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.

9:40
10:60 a.m.

CHEERY CORNER BAPTIST
CHURCH
IS a.m
Sunday School
11 am.
Morning Worship

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

Sales and ServiCe
Admiral - Tappan Whielry,o1
Phone 753 3037
118 South 12th

No.2—Murray, Ky.
Ph. 753-1730

No I—Paris, Tenn.
Ph 642-51151

WAST11111 CHAPEL UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
• 9:10 a.m.
WorOMV litrrIcs •
March School .
11:00 AM

6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
NEW MOUNT CARMEL
CHURCH
SCIENCE
MISSIONARY BAPTIST
CHRISTIAN
10:00 a.m.
111111VICBS
Sunday School
11:00 am.
Morning Worship
Farmer Asa. and lItti Street
p.m
630
11.00 am
Evening Worship
'
Sunday
cuttitcH
11.00 am
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday Satinet
a.m
10:00
Sunday School
am
44:00
SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship • • •
1:10 pia Sunday School
10:00 am,
Evening Worship
Morning Worship ... 11:00 am.
7•111
Evening Worship

11:00 a. m.
6.40 p. in.

Morning Worship
Esening Worship

Dunn TV & Appliance

Capitol Transmission

Ito MONO

Worship asurtalli
PALESTINE UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
Sunday School at 10 am. except
on 3ril Sunday at 11 am.
a.m.
Preaching: lot Sunday at 11
3rd Sunday at 10 a.m•

FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
Fifth •ad Monis Ptreete
Morning Worship
& 10:60 a.m.
MERSEY BAPTIST CHURCH
11:00 •m.
Morning Worship
7:30 p.m.
Evening Worship

highway 444, New Concord, Kr.

Benjamin
IVO

CALVARY TEMPLE FIRST
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH Or 043D
Cherry 13 Chestnut
10:00 A.M.
Sunday School

sniesoRrAr, nAPTIST CHURCH
Main Street as Illth
a.m

D

OP CHRIST

7:00 p.m. Morning

NEW CON CORD
carnirm OF CHRIST
.. 10:00
MI. claws
m
Worship A Preaching In 50 ap.m.
• 7:00
Even mg Worship
ULM GROVE
11:00 A.M.
BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship
7:30 P.M. Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Evening Worship
Worship 1100 a.m. and 7.00 p.m
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
Sastre
OP
CHURCH
TEE CHURCH
CHRIST OF L.....-DAT
310 Irma Ave.
A.M
10
SATNTS
Sunday School
Sunday Evening Worship .. 7 PM Meeting held in the white chattel
RD UNITED
CHURCH
SHEPHE
0000
MURRAY
WEST
MISTEODIST CHURCH
OP CREDIT
Hews and
Neer
Street
(Pereseely
18th
South
1040 am.
tieleher Serfage Clie-eheel
aundar Homan
10:00
Church
School
04)0
Sunday Harlem
1100,

Sunday

o you ever consider
day?.. One day.
the meaning of a day?... just a single
"IR
does a day mean???
out of the 365-day year? With you. what
of
hiitirs
24
ity. It means
75, Oneri
Actually, it means 1440 moments of opportun
Ti. Orch h Yee
best is short ...that it is only
at
life
that
means
It
_
• ro..-•••••••
precious fleeting lifetime.
•••••
••••1
••••••
through the valley of time. Just
Or. o•..... O..0
a little while we have to make the journey down
•.00. SO 0.0
.
.0 ....or
.• 0°
day? You sin when you uselessly
what are you doing with this day and every
white
paper
of
sheet
"a
like
••••••••••••
the calendar is
•
spend the days God gave you. Each day on
comes night ...though
then
or
and
two
word
his
write
may
us
of
whereon each one
thou have time but for a line, be that sublime;
ICE BAPTIST CHURCH
OR A
not failure but 19w airdlas crime."
South Ninth Street
Him
Ask
you keep your aim high.
Go to church this week and ask the Lord to help
10:411 am.
Morning Worship
hour of
.. 7:04
Worship Service
to help you plan well every moment of every
you?
every day. What does a day mean to
marmot) RIVER BAPTIST

106 North 16th Street

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
Cherie. H. Merit/it, Pastor
9:30 am
Church School
Service of Worship .... 11:00 am.

CHURCH OP JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
Sycamore
Services held at 16th and
10:00 am
School

Merit -March)
(April-Aar)

CNIVERSITT CHURCH

11:00 am.

10:00 am.
Sunday &chop!
v rri•
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH Morning Wor6hm • • • 11:00
Preaching:
a.m.
URCII
ininrn"
H
CG
11
T
lff
al
t
o
*A
t
at
METIIOt
Sundays
First and Third
Preaching' Sundays at 9-30 a.m.
PIM Sunday:
sae and 4th
10 00 a.m
Sunday School
nrssELLA CHAPEL
CHURCH
Second Sunday:
UNITED METHODIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Preaching:
11 00 a.M.
1:30 am.
Worship kers los
First and Third Sundays
Third Sunday:
Preaching:
ii0
a.m.
S,
11
Sunday
at
Ind and 4th Sundays
Fourth Sunday
,
1 PP
,
waren!,
ST. JOHN'S zriscorm.
CHURCH
Sunday School • • • • 10:41
Streets
Broach
7th S Poplar
Main &
9:30 am
ClICItcH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
1020 a.m
Morning Worship
Sends
0:411 11.111.
Bible School
Holy Communion Each Third
10:40 11-111.
Worship Hour
Sunday at 10 . 30
0:00 0.m.
Evening Worship

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship!

Sundae Night Service .. 7:00 par.

WATMAN CHAPEL
A.M.E. CHURCH
200 East Mottorry [Remit

1 2
4 5 6 7 8 9
11 12 13 14 15 16
18 19 20 21 22 23
2526 27 28 29 30

11 00

Worship Service
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
Training Union
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
7:00 p.m.
EMMANTrEL
Evening flervioe

SAT

FRI

THU

WED

TUE

MON

SUN

COLD WATER UNITED
bilt I HODGIT CHUIScH
Mae Bees,. Pastor
First Sunday
10*(10
Church School

C117111CH
G"
ODSIST
HYN
IISTI
Thnt sad Third Sundays:
0:44 a.m.
Worship Service
, a.m.
a.y46
...s.unId0:
0ulrth
r00
andSch
inadday
aboan

South 18th and Plainview am
10 -00
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
TEMPLEaux

OWL

4:60 p.m.

Woriship Se rv toe

Morning Worship .... 11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
Training Union
Evening Worship .... 8:00 p.m.

GOSHEN METHODIST
CHURCH
Saodays:
=
a
rig
m
aM
st
soceedikleD11017"datiewtoarourth...8..un
Sundays:
a.m.
10:110
,
Sahooll
servies
114112daY
wenajp
7:00 p.m

South

4th

mUPPAY

Ph 753-3571

Col and Mrs- Thomas Brown— Owners
Phone 436-2345 and 436-5376

Roberts Realty

Ward-Elkins
RCA Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag
Phone 753 1, 1.1
403 Maple

Hoyt Roberts - Reehors - Roy Roberts
Phone 753 1851

505 W Main

site 753 3924

l'h 7.3 /400

Claude Vaughn
Plumbing, Neating,and Air Conditioning '
CoMmertial and Reskilenciai — Sales & Service
— Gas 8 Sparer
Reoa;rs
,
''‘ESHIEMNIMIHIMIlheY

Murray

Lynhurst Resort

SP..' WRAP
POMP P •PIPPA

P1•40.1•1,111

Complete Auto Repair
GEORGEOCPiVOY OWNER

160
103 N..7th

...1es
The Ledger & Tim..

Ph 753 8868
e

—

‘o
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Travel topics
Visitors To
Steam Plants Fascinating history
Set Record
of Restaurant Row

State, Local Government Cost
Rises Greatly Over 20 Years

By LOUIS CASSELS
taxes, or
tion. and of people, who often or more types of
UPI Senior Editor
health care or added new taxes, during the TVA dams and steam plants
WASHINGTON
I UPI)-One need et:6U).
past two years.
assistance.
had a record 14,481,000 visitors in
of the most momentous things welfare
This year, nearly 14 per cent
an
been
Also,'there has
1970, nearly two million more
that has happened to the United
income
personal
of
total
the
of
of
concentration
yeuiincreasing
thanthe year before.
This
States during the past 20
siphoned
off
americans
will
be
urban areas. This is
is an enormous rise in the cost people in
governments. brought the total number of
local
and
by
state
urbanaccording
to
significant,
visitors to these installations
of state and local government.
More Taxpayer Dissent
ologist L. L Ecker-Racz because
through the years to more than
Nearly everyone is aware government
here
made
argument
is
No
obliged
is
240 million.
that states and cities are taxing
that state and local governdo more things" for cityto
Large numbers of travelers
harder and spending more, but
spending
and
taxing
are
ments
who
people
dwellers than for
stopped to visit or view Norris
few realize just how sharp the
should.
more
Given
they
than
live in town and country, and
increases have been.
increasingly Dam as the result of heavy traffic
each government service costs the needs of an
routed across the dam from an
A study by the White House
moe. The bigger a city gets, the complex, technological urba- uncompleted interstate highway
Office of Management and
society,
nized
may
they
be
more it has to spend per capita
nearby, and this accounted for
13udget reveals that expendiprovide police and fire doing much less than they sh- part of the sharp increase in the
tures by units of government to
protection, sanitation and ould. The point is that state and visitor total for 1970. Visitor
below the federal level have
health services and transporta- local costs are rising at a levels also increased at most
pegtupled over the past two
breath-taking rate while taxtion facilities.
decades.
payer resistance to higher other TVA projects, however,
and the total for the year would
In 1950, state and local Finally, Americans today .levies is growing stronger.
a new record even
governments together spent $22 demand more services from
This is the basic reason why have been
billion. Last year, they spent their cities and states than they President Nixon and other are eithout the unusual increase at
$132 billion.
used to do. They want better calling for massive new trans- Norris.
Higher Spending Needed
schools, more hospitals and fusions of federal money to bail Visitors totals at most TVA
Some increase in spending clinics', bigger networks of states and
cities out of installations were estimated
was inevitable because of highways. And all of this costs thd
bankruptcy.
But from registration and traffic
population growth and inflation. money.
even this is a palliative, not a counts. Registraton books included the names of many
The U.S. population ha grown The federal government has, permanent remedy.
by more than 50 million and cushioned the shock by expandEventually, Americans will visitors from each of the 50
prices have risen more than 60 ing its programs of grants-in- have to face the question states. The totals do not include
per cent since 1950. But these aid. In 1950 states and cities got whether they really need 50 recreation visitors to the lakes
factors, by themselves, cannot $2 billion in federal aid. Last states, 3,000 counties, and 35,000 and lakeshores, who mnumber
explain a 500 per cent rise in year, they got $24 billion.
municipalities to govern them- many more than the visitors to
state and local spending.
But as usual, taxpayers have selves. That'sa lot of layers of the dams.
The 1970 visitor total included
Another factor, often over- borne most of the burden. bureaucracy to support-and
looked, is that major changes During the past 10 years, state bureaucracy
always comes 13,832,00 at TVA dams,and 649,00
at the agency's steam-electric
that have taken place in the and local property taxes have high.
generating plants. Included are
age and geographical distribu- more than doubled, sales taxes
installations in four states-tion of the U.S. population. We have increased by 150 per cent,
Tennessee, Alabama, North
have today
higher and income taxes have soared
much
Carolina, and Kentucky.
proportions of young people, by about 350 per cent. Fortywho require expensive educe- eight of the-t0 states raised oneFederal State Market News
Service
•
James R. Pelham has been Tuesday March 9 Murray, Ky.
named a local distributor for Murray Livestock Market:
P:VONWP'^
Ussery Industries, Inc., a Livestock weighed on arrive!.
national confection vending Cattle this week 118
Calves this week 8
company.
Cecil F. Ussery, Chairman of Compared to Last Week:
the Board of Ull, said Pelham Slaughter cows .75 higher,
has invested in the local slaughter calves not tested last
operation and will be responsible week, feeder steers and heifers
for distribution, maintenance and steady to strong.
Slaughter Cows: Utility 19.50service function in this area.
'1)h1ilf
UII distributes only nationally 12.25, Cutter 17.74-19.50, Canner
known packaged confections 15.00-17.75.
through
its more than 6,000 Slaughter Calves: Mixed Good
'see,
distributors. Among it lines are CAND Choice 350-450 lbs. 32.05Sunshine, Burry, Austin, Plan- 36.00.
ters, and Nabisco products. The Feeder Steers: Few High Choice
Dallas-based firm manufactures packages of 290-400 lbs. 37.50its own vending equipment which 39.50.
is installed in employee lounges, Feeder Heifers: Couple part
Choice
450-lbs.
university student unions, public loads
We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
37.00
snack rooms and similar replacement heifers
Nobody else. And The people who borrow
locations.
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
what to do.,They decide who is really going
Pelham lives with his wife, Jo 37.00-39.00
to run our operation.
on Route 3, in Murray.
It's a great arrangement. We end up
CARSWELL BACKS SON
being owned and operated by the people
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. 1UPI)
who need -and use- our service. So we
CHARLES BECOMES AIRMAN -Scott Simmons Carswell, 20,
know all about their special money needs.
124,
6 Supplies,
LONDON i UPI) - Prince son of former Federal Judge G.
equipment, maintenance, extra
help, medical-bills, educational expenses.
Charles traded his Buckingham Harrold Carswell, was arrested
And we know how to tailor repayment proPalace bachelor pad for a over the weekend for possession
grams to their production and income.
Royal Air Force-approved of marijuana.
4'4'n
Talk over your money needs -any seastudent residence today and His father, one of two U.S.
son of the year-with a seasoned money
bade farewell to civilian life for Supreme Court nominees repro: the man at PCA.
up to five years.
jected by the Senate last year
Jackson Purchase Production
The 22-year-old heir to the and later an unsuccessful
Credit Association
British throne was beginning a candidate for U.S. Senator, said
Keys Keel, Office Manager
five-month course,lp advanced he was sure there was no basis
305 North 4th Street
Phone 753-5602
flying training at the RAF's for the charge against his
college at Cranwell, 150 miles youngest son.
"He (Scott) did not have any
gan. Ammo
o.m.U
Uim••o
watio. 4100.4)41.•2.4mis north of London.
possession of anything of that
In September, he goes into nature," Carswell said. "What
121
the Royal Navy for up to five I'm saying is what the boy has
c
(Mayfield Hwy)
1 753-5787! years.
told me, and I believe him."

James Pelham Named
Distributor For
Ussery Industries

wt.

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.

i On Hwy.

Phone

Murray
Nursery

kr,

f

Company

I

,•

te-

HUMPHREY ENVIRONMENT
PLAN
WASHINGTON (UPI) -Sen.
Hubert Humphrey, D-Minn.,
says the United States should
push for creation of an
Environment Protecting Commission within the United
Nations, with power to impose
commercial sanctions on those
nations which
the
violate
international pollution codes it
would form.
Humphrey, in
a speech
Sunday, said mainland China
should be part of such a
commission. "China has a
grave pollution problem and a
grave population problem..."
he said. "We can do nothing but
help ourselves if we help the
Chinese people solve these sorts
of problems."

PAGE

A srsembhes meeting
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. (UPI)
--The Assemblies of God will
hold its 34th biennial General
Council in Kansas City, Mo.,
•Aut. 19-24 with the theme
of 'Take the Word."
About 10,000 ministers,
'delegates and visitors are expected to register for the
Council, which will be preceded by the annual meeting
of the denomination's General
Presbytery, the 200-man general board of the Assemblies
of God.

refused it') sell out so a new
By MURRAY J. BROWN
skyscraper was built around
UPI Travel Editor
it.
'Then
there's
Mike
NEW YORK(UPI)-Visitors
Manuche's, with emphasis on
cJO probably find more places
Italian fare, and Joe's Pier, a
to dine in New York than in
seafood house owned
by
city
other
around
the
am
Broadway
producer
Joe
world, ranging from hot dog,
Kipness.
hamburger and pizza counters
At the Avenue
of the
to posh gourmet restaurants
Americas, or 6th Ave. as it is
where even the busboys wear
still known to the locals, the
white gloves.
chic Ground Floor restaurant
Hut if there is a Restaurant
is located in the CBS building
11. Kalb &
Row, it would have to be on
(radio and television personal52nd St. You can literally eat
ities). A rare third -generation
',our way crosstown on the
family restaurant is Rose's,
street, which in the past was a
Put slivers of toilet soap
next door to Shoe's, which
speakeasy utopia, a jazz mecca
into a screw top jar and add
features Italian dishes.
and a center for strip•.joints.
boiling water. The "jelly"
Going east
1nd chances are you will
that results is fine for launsee many familiar faces from.
Continuing east across 5th dering sweaters arid lingerie,
the sports and entertainment
Ave. is La Grenuille, one of suggests National Family Opinthe top French restaurants ion Inc.
worlds as well as diplomats
Near Park Ave., in the Seagram of the book and notables from other walks
IR memory of
loots.
Building, is The Four Seasons
of life along the way. But
Shor is converting
two
SUN YAT-SEN
with its exclusive atmosphere floors above the
bring money, most of the respublic ground
1866 • 1925
taurants are in the high price and prices to rnatc.h.
level restaurant and bar into
The list goes on Japanese a private club
Chinese Political Leader
class.
with dining
There is Toots Shoes, restaurants Kobe East, Tan- room, dance floor, saunas,
Father of the Republic
popo and Nippon, the Feriiich steam rooms, solaria,
owned by the former PhilaFounder of the Kuomintang
swimChateau Richelieu, Clos Nor. ming pool,
delphian who worked his way
library, billiard
mand, Le Perigord,Cafe Argen- room and assorted
up from speakeasy bounFer
boutiques.
teuil
among
others.
in Prohibition days to the role
"In the old days there were
of host to presidents, generals.
business tycoons and sports, only a few," Shor recalled
theater and other celebrities. in a recent interview. He
A cork's throw away is 21, rattled off the names of some
[wither restaurant frequented of the spots that had made
the celebrity crowd. 52nd St. a byword in the old
by
Spawned during.prohibition, it Prohibition days-Leon and
too ranks high among restau- Eddie's, Jack White's, the Ha
AGRICULTURAL & COMMERCIAL SPRAY
Ha Club.
rants where people go to see
EQUIPMENT
for Weed Control, Mosquito Control,
"You'd
see
everybody at
and be seen, as well as for its
night-the big entertainers and
Pre
-Emerge
R/W
excellent foods.
Work.
the most beautiful women in
If you start at 8th Ave. and
SOLID
DISTRIBUTOR
for Seeding,. Fertilizer,
the world," Shor said. "There
walk east, youll come to
was real glamour then. And
Solid Chemical. SKY CRANE CAPACITY to 1200
July's, a late-action boite
what protection payoffs! But
which is a favorite watering
pounds.
nobody
bothered you- the
place in New York or Frank
hoodlums
Only
battled
each
FAA & STATE CERTIFIED. We
Sinatra and his friends.
other."
There also is Gallagher',
of one foot to 1000 feet.
Between the conversation
Steak House, favored by athand drinks,•Shos- waw-husy
and
the
arid-theitrieil
Tetes
movie sets. Amiss the street studying details of his soonto-open private club called
Roseland, long New
near
York's leading dancehall, is a "Tootsies.
"I decided what this town.
restaurant
homey
Italian
named fiapri, also frequented and street, need now is an
after-dark place that's differby the theater people.
If you enjoy Chinese food, ent," he said, waving a welA Div. of Jim Smith Contracting Company, Inc.
don't overlook the venerable coming hanil at Bob Consoof Chan. Th.. ow nee, dine, the eolionni,t and author

POSTA& PERMUTE
Mar. 12

HELICOPTER
SERVICE

spray it'

- Ken Lake Helicopter
Service
Contact Bill
English, Pilot - 502-362-4675

OUR NEW
CHRYSLER ROYAL
ISPRICED DOWN
WITH
FORD&CHEVY
Base Car
Air Conditioning
Automatic Transmission
Power Steering
Power Brakes(disc)
AM Radio
Whitewall Tires (Standard Size)
Protective Side Molding
TOTAL
Difference-

Royal
$3696.00*
426.10
240.55
124.60
76.45
92.95
34.45
Std.
$4690.50

LTD
Brougham
$3749.00*
420.00
217.00
115.00
Std.
66.00
32.00
34.00
$4633.00

$57.50

•

Caprice
$3740.00*
416.05
216.50
115.90
Std.
66.40
32.30
33.75
$4620.90
$69.60

•Based on manufacturers' suggested retail prices for comparably -equipped
2-door hardtop models,
excluding state and local taxes, destination and dealer preparation charges

360 cubic inch V-8. With Torsion-Quiet Ride
With everything that makes a Chrysler great
And we made it the lowest-priced Chrysler of all
We can move you up to Chrysler luxury
Royally.
Really. C'mon through to the right
place Our place We'll come
through for you.

6 to 8 ft

$800

4 to 5 ft. Reduced from 18.00 - NOW $695

For the right
car at the
Price,
Mit
Allikmb
, you've got
to
pn
COME TO

4

It*

Now Is The Time To

CIDAA

•
Chrysler Royal 4-Door Hardtop

Plan For Spring!
!
I
ids.

Call Us... 753-5787 .... For Your
Free Landscape Sketch
•11•1110

41=•01111MI•

41MINI.

4=10 .1•11111.

41=.1.o

4.1M• 4.1a.

POPE IGNORES HEAVY SNOW-Pope Paul VI,'Who
roin,s
al different churches during the Iirrr-N
season, walks carefully along a snowy strtiet in lila,
toward San Luigi de Monfort Church after the city
covered, hv ;In. eight-inch fall..
.(enbiepluo,

•
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worms communal

i Ready
t°_i Roses As Low As $ 1 29
Plxt!
Burford Holly
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NOW YOU CAN MOVE UP EASIER

A Chrysler priced near Ford and Chevy? That's
right. It's our new Royal. And we priced it as
close as we could to comparably equipped Ford
LTD's and Chew Caprices, so you could get into
Chrysler luxury easier.
Royal. It's every inch a Chrysler. With a larger
interior than any car in its class. With a big new

,!. !"14'471,

White
Dogwood
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Honor Roll Is Lady sportscaster
SymposiumOn Man-Made Relea
sed At
Lakes To Be In Knoxville Kirksey School spurns liOeration

10*--- don t have any problems. I
The. first world-wide sym/are) my own equipment
By GUY A. GOODINE
roll for the first six
3
honor
on
May
The
of
Tennessee
University
posium for the scientific
(shout 50 pounds worth), ask
second semester at
the
of
7.
weeks
The
6
and
on
(UPI)
May
Okla.
and
and
4,
DUNCAN,
examination of experience with
no favors and do my own
will be preceded and Kirksey Elementary School has From airline hostess to sports
man-made lakes on every con- symposium
work. I try to wear a dress as
station
teachers.
announcer for a radio
by two-day tours of TVA been released by the
I'm glad to be a woman and I
'Anent will be held in Knoxville, followed
Names marked with a+ made all IS a long way, but Rosella
third
and
a
and
resevoirs,
dams
act like a lads.
Tennessee, during the first week
McQuain has made the tran- hope I always
The list is as follows:
The jot 'has an adiatitage
in May with several hundred tour will be held in mid-week A's.
hectic
every
loves
Larry
and
sition
Crick,
lakes in the vicinity of Fourth-Keith
for the
happily inanied
icientist from throughout the featuring
Cunningham,Glen Gibbs, Jimmy minute Of it.
Knoxville.
smiting!) adds.
she
woman,
world participating.
listeners
So do most of the
Sessions May 3 and 4 will in- Hale, Tanuny Locke, Tesesa
-One thing I know about
voice
The announcement was made
feminine
a
who
soft,
hear
Craig
Parker,
Jackie
studies of major McKinney,
If
Canal Include these four: Kithira
by Dr. William C. Ackermann, clude case
the play-by-play a happy marriage is this.
Sonic of the 15 merchant ships trapped in the Suez
lakes including those Rogers, Dawn Sledd, Penny deliveringof an
he loves sports you had better
Bittic Lakes area of Canal Zone.
event.
Great
athletic
is
This
ind.
account
Thief, Illinois Water Survey, manpmade
Nom
(left), Nippon, Munsterland atid
Mead on the Trembly, and Stephanie Wyatt,
you
or
Lake
TVA,
them
of
a
learn
lot
about
at
presence
Me
the
Quain's
of
Mrs.
Urbana, Illinois, chairman
River in Arizona and Fifth-Sheila Darnell, Randy KRHD radio was known only
will wind up talking to the tire
committee organizing the Colorado
Volta in Ghana, McCallon, Dennis Greene, Connie to her audience and area ath- place.Lake
Nevada,
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)symposium on behalf of the InMcQuain hasn't been Of the Democratic senators
Lake Bhakra in India, Lake Smith, Gail Tucker +, Shari' letic teams until she decided
of
ScienCouncil
l
lernationa
talking to any fireplaces lately. who are running hard these
o in Surinam, and Tucker, Karen Edwards, Betty it was time to join the male
:istific Unions i ICSU). Hosts for Brokopond
and Easley, Patricia Parrish, Kevin stronghold known as the
Rhodesia
in
Kariba
Lake
days, none can match Alan
he symposium in the United
Phone 153-1212,
Scruggs, and Jim Hudspeth.
ers and
Cxanston of California, a oneSportscast
Zamdia.
National
guests
Van
Johnson
Academy
the
National
are
s- tates
Sixth-Vanassa Stone, Kevin Sportswriters Association.
Stanford quarter-miler
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
time
as
s
if Sciences, the Tennessee Valley Asession on reservoir
Can't Be 0-ad
Ili 11.1.1(WOOD (UPI) -Paschall,
Lovett, Teresa
who finishAl second in the
We Have It-We Will Get It -Or It
Along with her letter of
Authority, and the University of physical systems will cover the Rhonda Adams, Jill Falwell, application, Mrs. McQuain Van Johnson will guest star meliVover•50 60-yard dash at
hydrology,
Richard
of
Tennessee.
sciences
a recent track meet with a
Mark Rogers, Dan Watson, dropped a bit of advice for with Juliet Millis and
"The creation of large man- meterorology, geophysics, and Darrell Beane, Margaret Mc- females, in general.
Long in an episode of "Nanny clocking of 7.9 seconds.
made lakes to store and use more limnology. A session on reser- Callon, Renee Tobey, and
"The women's liberation and the Professor."
?ffectively the earth's water voirs as biological systems will Patricia Melvin.
groups could learn a lesson if
supply is one of the important .deat with both aquatic and Seventh-Diane
Rhoades, they wanted to," she wrote.
)henomena of the twentieth terrestrial ecosystems.
Jerry Tucker, Sandy Bibb, Don "All you have to do is do your
century in man's relation to his
carry your own gear,
A series of sessions on reser Wilson, Karen Darnell, Martha work,
enviroment. It has immense
wear a dress and act like a
Peggy
Hill,
Debbie
McCallon,
to man will
scientific significance," Dr. voirs in relation
Stark, Mary lath. 1 hen, believe me, no
range over subjects such as Rogers +, Sandra
Ackermann said.
Wyatt, one could ask for better treatKerry
ee,
Weatherb
of
ent
resettlem
archaeology,
[mut from co-workers."
Easley,
Cathy
+,
Broach
Kathie
problems, river
"My boss says I should payz
"Particularly in the middle people, health
and
Tabers,
Donna
Crass,
transportation, agriculture, Evelyn
for letting me do this,"
him
third oi the century. after TVA
and recreation. The Rickey Wilkerson.
fisheries,
34-year-old mother
the
pretty,
and
scientific
that
ted
demonstra
management Eighth-Amy Blain, Patsy of two said, "since hove it so
togineering disciplines can be session on resevoir
Bob
Greer,
Margaret
Burkeen,
deal with the physical
construcmobilized to harrness the water will
, much. He has some
and engineering, Hargrove, Sherrie McKinney tive criticism for me and has
sciences
purmany
for
rivers
great
tf
Tabers,
and the social sciences. Denise Morton, Jackie
been a very patient man teachloses, scores of dams and ecology
and Debbie Garrett.
ing
me the technical part of
-reservoirs have been created in
the job."
all parts of the world.
Mrs. McQuain picked up
-These man-made lakes have
bits and pieces of the sports
in some instances revolutionized
business during her days as a
the economy of the regions they
stringer (part time corresponserve and the lives of the people
dent) for the Lawton (Okla.)
Datsun parts don't play hard to get. Ask the
Morning
in them, providing improved
Constitution and
,ler.
symouarll Datsuncar expedreta
•transportation, irrigation,
schools could use the puppets Press.
large- states (shaded)
-Eight
BIGGER
GET
BIG
THE
&to she
Almost two years;electric power, recreation and
and related paraphernalia,' he
broadcst.•
would have 51 per cent of the voting strength at the
many other benefits,as well as
PRODUCT OF NISSAN
said. "They weren't doing any- "moved over" to
c National Convention under the .parly Rules
Democrati
sregulating floods. On the other puppet show usually is presen- one any good in my base- •She worked in the radio station
inerease- vote-of populous
tosai
n*---propo
Comnrissio
-Winer-awhile-then; after-get.band, man's use of these lake ted to entertain children, but ment"
states at expense of the least populous Less populous
Created many in ai special PrOgratriln Use liy
Marcussen contacted the ting her rookie (third class)
-waters
(black) would lose about half. Three - Alaska,
states
Phone 753-7114
So. 12th Street
problems, ranging from pollution the public school system here offices of the public schools broadcast licenie, moved into
Wyoming-would lose three-fourths.
Nevada,
inis
ce
performan
t.
and relayed his ideas to per- the news departmen
Jo the management of fish and the puppet
in rehabilitation sonnel in the Special Educa"No one seemed to mind,
iirildlife in the lakes and on their tended to aid
so-called "prob- tion section who impel at at least not verbally, and onr
rebellious,
of
schorelines.
lem" children.
the chance to use the puppets thing led to another. Then I
•• "The Symposium on ManThe program is the brain- and his time and skills.
was doing playAiy -play fur
and
Problems
ir
Lakes-The
11tade
of Lee' Marcussen, 24child
Mitey Mite football and the
given
was
he
children
The
serve
will
-Enviormental Effects'
manager of a news- to work with were the "prob- color and spotting for high
year-old
tlie 'valuable function of paper circulation promotion
kids,!! 11 and 12 year olds school football.
assembling much of the world's office and a former puppeteer. km
"Then came basketball :Ind
who were sent to the city's
of
fields
various
the
in
experience
_ Marcussen has worked with Sixth District because teachers I opened my big mouth anil
opconcern, providing an
children in various volunteer in other schools were unable the boss said to put my nulls.)
portunity for scientists to discuss jobs around the city, includwhere my mouth was. Sit'
to control them.'
the meaning of the events which lag 4eilive4Mle quirt. hut hack
here I am, doing play -h -phi.
dMarettasetr hifillk•
the
to
pointing
and
or
occurred
have
never used his puppets.
hour sessions cadsfwaakatiele and hiving it."
make
to
re
kinds of research needed
knowledge of the puppet show school Ile used a tape he had
She said the coaches
future lake management- more art.
produced and painstakingly "most helpful and long •-lif•
"I realized one evening taught the boys how to use fering," and the players didn't
effective."
she was a
The symposium will consist of while looking over some Ilf the the puppets and correspond seem to mind
the equipment that perhaps the their movements to the yok-es, woman.
plenary sessions at
on the tape.
Reactions
When the boys performed
Reactions:f She got them!
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
of
front
in
for the first time
"Well, my husband (Bill)
TRADE WITH .
an audience - their teachers thinks 1 do a very- good job.
and fellow students- the show but then he couldn't very sell
proved to be an unqualified say anything els..." she 'aid.
SILICCeES.
"My children often have cri•
tieism but would fight a tiger
Feel proud
for me. I haven't had am
coorKy,
Dewley,.
Murray,
Eunice
•
Mrs.
753-5273
straight-tin disapproval from
dinator. of the Behavior Learn- other sportscasters and they
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
ing Problem Program at the have been quite helpful."
"Service Built Our Business"
school, was particularly imIT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
There have 'wen sons•
pressed.
NEW OR USED CAR
"doubtingjhomases," though.
"That show gave the child1- don t think my mother
ren a feeling of pride and quite approves and my dad
said,
she
hment,"
accomplis
thinks it's pretty funny. The
'something they were sorely
rest of my family really doesai2t
lacking.
believe it. But here I sin,
"This feeling of accomplish-, for better or WIWKe.
ment- is a contributing factor
"Most 14pretators stare ato giving them a feeling of while but then sit back and
very
is
esteem
belonging self
disturbei ignore me. 1 get calls from
with
important
people who say after they get
children. They need to believe. over the shock of it all, that
'
es.
inglemselv
_
they like to listen to me. But
She pointed out that these one woman called to my it
L
children lacked the experience just wasn't right for a woman'
of success, of having accom- to ti this job . . . no matter
plished anything or shown any
how good she might be, it's a
ability.
man's job. for
"This was a chance
Mrs. MrQuain. who
em to demonstrate-ii skill or
born and raised in Gutim.
a !it, they could take real
Okla.. says she has alhay
The garbage disposer and dishwasher make a perfect pair
lowed sports and. apparenily,
PrI in," she said.
singled out one little
S
has a yearning for the
for kitchen cleanuPs.
boy • 4o had come to the
'(Atakora* State Iitiserschpol w h aaleep-seated with--- The garbage disposer swishes waste down the drain —
sity and Trinity Uniyrrat)
in
drawal fwslI1em.
grimedwere rrty training,
before it can collect. Dirty dishes go into your dishwasher
”Ile becne so interested .creative writing,'
she -aid,
he
was
after
progri
in the
"then ( sailed , into the 11 iid
— as they're soiled —and come out sparkling. Your kitchen's
puppets that Blue Yonder with Braniff firacclimated to
be went home and made his
hostess. Finalh I
ways as
clear of c4titter anFLrnessy garbte — always.
own puppets," she tiait_Plt
settled down with a Mil,(Tf
was the first time he had (Certified Public Accountant+
Try_ them7See your dealer for both, and you'll wonder
shown a real interest in any- who has an insatiahle app,.111,
how you've done without this cleanup Pair!
thing."
few sports."
Marcussen plans to continue
on
any
want
She doesn't
the program with a new group of women:s liberation in,ocof (4,liaren and hopes to ex- rocas. pand it if he can find some
"I feel a woman
help.
Is- allowed to 414. anything -11,
"This just irin't a one-man Inlaid-les hoe, hut few Soks•n
smeratitin any more," he said.
/14. a man's job as well
man, Mel114 WI( 11.1. ,4•11..**
admits, if a little rehictacc
Wales
(UPI)
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Ask the small car expert
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Puppet shows help
'problem'children
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SPECIALS GOOD THURSDAY,
FRIDAY and SATURDAY

ELECTRICITY
DOES /T BEST!

From 4:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.

TREHOLM'S
RESTAURANT

Murray Electric System
L. S. Ferguson, Superintendent
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Is U.S. to become police state?
Senator fears FBI data bank

-
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Bob Jackson Council . ..
Dies Thursday

',AGE

Quotes

(Continued From Page One)
From The
Councilman Lindsey told the
Death claimed the life of Bob council that the new police radar
Jackson of Route One, Buchanan, has been purchased and the old
Tenn., on Thursday at 1:30 a.m. radar has been sold. Lindsey also WASHINGTON—Brig. Gen. W.
tcrindividuals
permit
the Murray-Calloway County requested the Council's per- . Maddox Jr., on the problem of
at
to
Administration
Assistance
WASHINGTON (CI P
He was 68 years of age. mission for the police department e high loss of helicopters in
charge
Hospital.
preor
in
inaccuracies
put
correct
was
Sen. Charles Mathias. (R., (LEAA)
system and made a judicial omissions in their
was a retired fanner to purchase a different type of avy combat with Communists
the
Jackson
of
Md.) says government com- $1.5-million grant for its
!I
member of the Bethlehem flashing light for the new police in Laos:
a
and
records.
arrest
puters are "bringing the operational
development
•
"We know what our limitations
car.
was
He
Christ.
of
Church
married
ammunition for persecu- Dec. 9. Mathias said
!Mathias said the Individfirst
the
isn't
the
cars
this
police
Previously,
because
are
the
to
1924
28,
June
former
tion. harassment and idle
should have some asHindaa Paschall, who survivert have used lights that are time our losses have been high.
gossip within the reach of
"On Dee. le, in an inter- ual
inyouthful
a
that
surance
not
every prosecutor and part- nal directive which was
He was born July 20, 1902 and his mounted through the roofs of the However, we will study—and are
time deputy sheriff in the publicly released, the attor- discretion will not follow
parents were the late Tommy cars, but the new lights would be studying—the operation to sew
ney general transferred the him forever. A suspended
land."
Jackson and Effie Valentine mounted on a bar that would fit what we can learn and apply for
fufor
responsibility
Atty. Gen. John N. prime
sentence at age 18 for maron top of the roof and be tran- the future."
Jackson.
Mitchell secretly gave the ture development from ijuana possession should
from one car to
sferrable
is
deceased
survived
by
The
Mathias
his
FBI,"
FBI control over an elabor- LEAA to the
not "pop up for years to
wife; two daughters, Mrs. another. The bar would also hold
ate national criminal jus- said.
jeopardize his applications
tice data bank without reVirginia Overcast of Puryear, a speaker which would be hooked WASHINGTON—President
He said he understood for jobs, for credit cards
gard to standards develand Mrs. Sue Hall of into the cars police radio so the Nixon, on the death of civil rights
Term.,
•A•AuLde .
oped to protect the indi- Mitchell's letter mentioned and for home loans," MaHeights, Mich.; three patrolmen could hear the com- leader Whitney M. Young, Jr.:
,/.91 :r
Dearborn
said.
thlas
of
"code
a
about
nothing
accuunjust
vidual against
he
while
of
out
munications
was
a
lost
has
America
"Black
sons, Robert E. Jackson and
sations, Mathias told the ethics" that had been decom64,000
the
Among
Carol W. Jackson, both of the car. The speaker would gifted and commanding chamSenate Constitutional veloped by Project Search puterized files maintained
to protect individual priva- by the Bureau of Narcotics,
Rights Subcommittee.
pion of its just cause and this
Buchanan, Term., and Norman double as a PA system.
cy.
Jackson of Taylor, Mich.; three Chief of Police James M. nation has lost one of the most
he noted, are dossiers on
MATHIAS SAID a pisisters, Mrs. Opal Jones of Brown reported on citations compassionage and principled
THE CODE barred the "three boys under three
oneer 10-state system
called Project Search (sys- use of "irrelevant data" years old. Will that item be
Chicago, Ill., Miss Margie issued from February 22 to leaders it has had in all the long
The Murray Civic Music Association will present Virgil
tem for electronic analysis and "unverified intelli- buried in statistical reports,
Jackson of Buchanan, Term., and March 10 as follows: improper centuries since whites from
and retrieval of criminal gence tips"; recommended surfacing only as curiosity?
Organist, on Sunday evening March 14 at 8:38 o'clock in
Fox,
5;
disregarding stop Europe and blacks from Africa
Mrs. Bertha Lawrence of registration
histories) had been devel- continuous purging of the Or will three boys be purthe Murray University School Auditorium. This Is part of the
light 2; going wrong way on one began building together toward
ten
Louisville;
grandchildren;
oped as the forerunner of a system to eliminate records sued for life by the tragic
regular season offering of the local Civic Music Association
way streetl; unnecessary noise the American dream."
four great grandchildren.
national criminal justice of accused first offenders fact that they were exposed
all members may attend by presenting their memand
5;
DWI
14;
cirunkeness
public
1;
Funeral services have been
who were found innocent, to narcotics almost before
data bank.
bership cards. No single admission tickets will be sold.
The Law Enforcement and prescribed procedures they could talk?" he asked.
scheduled Saturday at two p.m. no operators license 1; disorderly
Members of other civic music associations in this immediate
at the Bethlehem Church of conduct 4; reckless driving 9; SACRAMENTO—James R.
which are on a reciprocal basis with Murray Civic
area
police
fleeing
officer
3;
speeding
Mills, the Democratic president
Christ with Bro. Charlie Sweatt
Music Association may also attend by presenting their
officiating. Interment will be in 1; wrecks 21, improper parking of the California State Senate,
membership cards.
the Mt. Pleasant Cemetery with tickets 50; breaking and entering vowing to abolish the state unAmerican activities committee
the arrangements by the reports 10.
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,. Chief Brown said that of the 52 after finding his name among
Z. C. Enix, Calloway County
where friends may call. citations issued, 21 were filed those of alleged subversives:
Tenn.,
for
'Ford
the
for
Chairman
Mrs. Louise M. Jellison of 712
away and 31 entered as charged. "The idea that a file should be
Governor Committee', today
Poplar Street, Murray, passed
maintained upon me among the
announced the appointment of
way Thursday at five p. m. at
files of alleges subversives is
(U P I):
WASHINGTON
Larry Mayfield, as finance
e Jewish Hospital, Louisville,
(Continued From Page One)
outrageous."
Sen. Birch Bayh (D., lad.) where she had undergone heart (Continued From Page One)
chairman of the campaign.
crazy.
has introduced a bill to reurgery. She had been tran- legislative days, long before the
Mayfield lives in Canterbury
If he doesn't work, he's a burn
vise the military court-marFederal State Market News
from the Murray- March 31 deadline for the
ferred
Estates with his wife, Pat and
PHILADELPHIA—Dr. George . so what is the use?
tial to eliminate command
Service March 12, 1971
lloway County Hospital to legislators to file for the May r unerai services for Mrs. Allie A. Schlekat, who resigned as
their three Children, Sherry 9, influence.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
uisville on Monday.
primarys. The March 31 date was Harrell of Kirksey were held dean of admissions at the
Randy 7, and Beth 6. He is a
Under the present code,
The Murray woman had retired a built-in deadline for the session today at two p.m. at the Kirksey University -of Pennsylvania And, from somewhere else we Market Report Includes 10
member of the Murray Optimist
the commanding officer is in June1969 after twenty years' to be over.
United Methodist Church, where because of a cutback in aid to ran across the following signs. Buying Stations
Club, and is presently serving as
Receipts: Act. 1120 Est 2000
the key official In courts- service as assistant ,..dietitian at
• the district committee chairman
The package bill of Senate and she was a member, with Rev. freshmen:
martial. He convenes the Murray State University. She House proposals was passed by John Jones officiating.
Barrows and Gilts fully .584,ower
for the Kentucky-West Virginia
the
damning
not
-I'm
court, appoints prceecutors
District of Optimists. He is
a member of the First the House Wednesday 81-19. The Pallbearers were Paul D. university. I'm not sure there are In grocery store: "Say It with Sows Steady .50 lower
and defense lawyers, has was
former II. Gov. for this district.
III Senate only bill was passed by the Jones, Jim Washer, Carl Usrey, any choices."
flours"
.
the power of initial review, Christian Church and Group
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. $16.75-17.25;
He -lttends the first Baptist
Women's
Senate 30-7 last Friday and the Crawford Hanley, Hal Smith,and
Christian
the
of
release
deny
may grant or
US 2-4 190-240 lbs. $16.25-16.75;
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Burial
Palmer.
Lowell
• Ch h.
Her
Senate
the
of
version
church.
amended
the
of
Fellowship
no
deposit,
Sign in bank: "No
pending an appeal of conUS 2-4 240-260 lbs. $15.75-16.25;
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DEAR ABBY: I am 25, work 40 hours a week, have been
married five years and have a stepson who is now 10.
I have taught this child neatness, manners, respect for
and the property of others. If he misbehaves, he is
eiders
his
punished either by spanking, or I take his bike away. He is
made to clean up his plate before getting dessert, and he's
not allowed a lot of junk candy between meals. He is also
taught not to interrupt others while they are talking.
I have no children of my own and don't want any.
I am told by friends and relatives that I am too hard on
the boy, and I am accused of not liking children because I
don't want any more. Am I wrong raising him the way I am,
WONDERING
and for not wanting any more?
DEAR WONDERING: You are raising a neat. respectful,
courteous. reciponsible cithen, which is to your credit, and
from your letter I don't think you are "too hard" on the boy.
But if you "love" him, you failed to mention it in your letter.
'Children need to feel loved.]
You are not "wrong" for not wanting more children but
because you obviously advertised that fact, I can understand
why your friends and relatives would accuse you of "not
liking" children. IDo you?'
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Kinney
t, state sales
late

753-7114
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By DONALD E. MULLEN
NEW YORK (UPI) - You
say it slowly to yourself . . .
forty . . . forty . . . four
decades,,. two score-Forty
Years Old!
You carefully test it on
others to get the fed of it.
Older friends grin and say,
"Great time of your life, kid.
Life begins at 40, you know,
hi, ha."Younger friends regard you
with genuine sympathy, as if
you had contracted le
"Wow," they say. "Well, ah
. . . didn't realize you were
that, well, that ..."
Your peers think you're insane to even mention it.
Your sons are explicit"That's old, Dad!"
A neighbor is more expansive. "Don't let it get you
down," says he. "It's the gateway to middle age. My best
years were 'my forties. You
don't know how lucky you
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yars," he said.
alcoholism. Miss Stapleton is
More dramatic are newly wonderfUl.
designed bumprs, developed by
It isn't long before her deMenasco Co. of Burbank, Calif., termination to "go straight"
which are backed by a pair of gets fouled up with the pintshorizontal shock absorbers em- lems nif a beatIty-vain Y44,111,11n
ploying silicone rubber as the friend, a failure-prone male
absorptive medium. They were homosexual actor and a fordesigned to exceed the National mer love?, not to mention. her
Highway Safety Bureau's re- I 7-year-old practical daughter.
quirement that all 1973 model who, hopefully, may guide her
ther to a brighter future.
cars be able to withstand a 5
MPH crash with no damge to But don't bet on it.
the cars or harm to passengers.
Then. are fine performanMenasco and Dow Corning ces by Michael lambent, Betsy
rubher
believe their silicone
von FutsTenlierg;Ay n Kin Men.,
schoked bumpers will reduce Charles Siebert Mid Alex Gaon
nit
the impact of a colision at 30
)
Despite sorne
MPH to about that of a 5 MPH picking. Simon rilTeViig-air,'
7514141
crash
Hwy 641 N Murray, 4-Phone••••%•••
•%%%%%%%%
S•‘‘‘'..
%%%%%
"
%%%%%
%%%%%
%%%%%
SS
5%%%%%%

11786*

INDIAN HEAD NICKEL—Chief Running Water marks
his 1 1 lth birthday in Morris Plains, N.J., by striking the
pose he used many year ago when he was the model
for the Indian head nickel. His Christian name is George
Squires. He is a son of Sitting Bull and was a teenager
when that chief annihilated General Custer and the 7th
Cavalry at the Battle of the Little Big Horn in Montana.

\

%%%%%

By LEROY POPE
UPI Business Writer

Cocktail meatballs
A Amara sauce for cock•
tail mea lie, is made by combining a 14-ounce bottle of
catsup with a 1 pound can of
jellied cranberry sauce and 2
tablespoons of sherry (optional). Heat in a saucepan until all
the ingredients are blended
Add tiny meatballs or cocktail
franks and simmer until heated
through. Serve on toothpicks.
* ••
Dress up potatoes in unusual ways. Mix crunchy peanut butter into hot mashed potatoes just before serving.
Combine hot mashed potatoes with mashed turnips,
and top with butter or add
finely, shredded carrots and
shredded cheddar cheese to
mashed potatoes.

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE
753-8119

IAL 753-6363
PFOPIES BANK

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

HAZECOMELCAFE

%%%%%

ALL
YOU
I CAN EAT!

Delicious Seafoods, fried to your delight
and served up with slaw, french fries
and hushpuppies. Free Perch or Catfish
for pirates under 6, when accompanied
by commanding officers. Token charge
50' for stowaways 6-12.
DROP ANCHOR
Tuesday thru Sunday

Captain's
Rittben

And when ydu part company with a Volkswagen,
It took us 23 years to get this for.
still get something todgible to remember it by.
you
looks.
good
our
Obviously,we didn't make it on
ing 'dream_
Someth
The Beetle we make today bears a striki4 reaccording to the NADA Official Used
fact,
In
it..
ed
preced
that
semblance tathe,22 Beetles
the some Vplkswogen Beetle that sold
Guide,
Car
in
time
That'f bettause we invested all Of our
for about.$500 less than the overage economy car
making a Volkswogen run better and last longer,
three years ago, now se1109r about $200 more.
t.
differen
instead of Wasting our time making it look
So today, as we look ort4Ike navy -economy
To dote, we've changed and improved our
trying to leoron one yedf whatilltook Volkscars
basic model diousonds of times.
23 years to learn, weion muse On somewogen
And some things we left alone.
dy said almost 2OUVeors ogo.
somebo
thing
of
out
e
of
mileag
You con still squeeze o lot
best index of the future is the post."
"The
one gallon Of gas.
Because if that's true. we hi:We o beoutiful post
- Qus Ar-Cooled-engine is still impervious to
to
look foeward
teMperatures of 10 below rind 110 above
Going to Europe? Take c/a/theory the,.. Ask about if now.
Air Conditioning Available

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
open Mon. thru Sat. 730 AM.

5 P.M.

800 Chestnut Street. Murray • Phone 753-8850
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AUTOS FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE I REAL ESTATE FOR SALE I

JUST A FF.W OF OUR MANY LISTINGS

(MIJIHIPIPS

LOOKING FOR A FINE HOME at a moderate price' We
have it on Broad Street Extended. New house almost completed, has three bedrooms, living room, two baths.'lots of
closets, family room with fire-place, dining room, kitchen
with all built-ins, large utility room, patio, front porch,
central heat and air and double garage_ This is a beauty at
only $26,500.00.

$2975
1'70 MACH I.
Dark green metallic with
power steering, power brakes,
factory air, automatic transmission. Local car. Low
mileage. U19.

REAL ESTATE 'FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR

Master Commissioner's Sale

AUTOS FOR SALE

SEE AND SELL YOURSELF
BRICK HOUSE: three bedrooms,
THE COMMONWEALTH OF interest by the following deeds:
Large brick home in New High
two baths, fenced back yard, KENTUCKY,Calloway
1967 FORD FAIRLANE $1395
Circuit Deed from W. T. Hatcher dated
School area. Living room, dining
75x210 lot. Possession April 1st. Court LAURINE DORAN and September 14, 1918, and
Four door sedan, 289 V8
recorded
room, family room
with
Phone 753-2987
TF( LAVERNE
ORR,
CO- in Deed Book 40, Page 93; Deed automatic transmission. A
fireplace, large modern kitchen
EXECUTRIX OF THE ESTATE from J. P. Tucker dated July 12, solid local car. C253.
with dishwasher, disposal, lots of
NICE FRAME HOUSE, garage, smoke house, 16 acres of
'two STORY house witn two car
D.
OUTLAND, 1919, and recorded in Deed Book
L.
OF
cabinets and pantry. Four carland. Located on Highway 641 North about 5 miles from
garage, across from new high DECEASED, Plaintiffs,
$1595
42, Page 111; Deed from F. M. 1967 MUSTANG
peted
bedrooms, 2"2 baths,
Murray. We think this is one of our better buys if you are
school on Johnson Blvd. Four
Morgan dated March 25, 1919, Two door hardtop. Lime gold
VERSUS
central heat and air.
looking for a little land, this could be it.
bedrooms,2'2 baths, living room, FRANK WHITE, et ux., recorded in Deed Book
43, Page with black vinyl roof and
Suddenly Available
dining room, kitchen with built- BEVERLY WYATT et vir., 263; and Deed from T. R.
Jones accent stripes. 289 V8
on
real
large
VENEER
lot,
5
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK
Here is the "like new" home ms, large den with fire
-place BEALE OUTLAND, et ux., and dated November 24, 1919, automatic transmission. A
miles North of Murray. Has two baths, real nice kitchen, den
you can move into IM- Phone 753-3058.
M 12t T. W. CRAWFORD, et ux. recorded in Deed Book 43, Page sharp little car. U23.
and living room, electric heat, garage and is priced below
MEDIATELY. Only 4 years old
427,
Defendants.
market value.
TRUCKS FOR SALE
and PAMPERED. 3 large
HELP WANTED
bedrooms, 2 baths, paneled
1970
$2195
FORD
F100
TRACT NO. IV: Beginning at a
NOTICE OF SALE
WE HAVE A PRETTY GOOD FRAME house on 2 acres in
family room with fireplace, fully
Pick-up, 302 V8 standard
SECRETARY 20 hours week,
rock
45
feet
north
of
section
line
Bakusburg Has six rooms, hot and cold water and priced at
heat
central
equipped kitchen,
$160.00 month. Write and speak By virtue of a judgment and dividing Sections 23 and 26 in the transmission. Custom, green
only $5,000.00. This could be the house you are looking for.
and air, fully carpeted and 2 car
foreign language helpful. 247- order of sale of the Calloway center of the Murray and /and white. Local truck. T68.
carport. $29,900.00.
1501, Baker and Baker Em- Circuit Court rendered at the Wadesboro Road in Sections 23,
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER with basement on 4
READY FOR A SURPRISE ployment Service, 1025 West January 22 Term thereof 1971, in Township 2, Range 4,
East; 1970 FORD RANCHERO
acres of land. Has electric heat, all modern conveniences.
Then inspect this sparkling 3 Broadway, Mayfield.
$3195
the above cause, for the set- thence north with said road 192 SQUIRE
Located on Poplar Springs Road in walking distance of lake.
bedroom, brick veneer, with
M12NC tlement of estate and its cost feet from the beginning point to a 351 V8, power steering, power
This is a nice home moderately priced.
central heat and air. Also 2 tile
therein I shall proceed to offer for rock in the center of said road; brakes, automatic tranbaths, kitchen and den com- MAINTAINENCE
TRAINEE, to sale at the Court House door in thence east 187k2 feet to a rock; smission, factory air. Local
GOOD FRAME HOUSE ON 16 acres of land, 2v2 miles from
bination, living room, carpets, $4500.00. Immediate need for
Murray, Kentucky, to the highest thence south 192 feet to a rock; low mileage vehicle. U278.
Murray. Has good fence and is priced for quick sale.
storm doors and windows, and a man with knowledge of
air- bidder, at public auction on the thence west 187'1 feet to the
fenced back yard. Priced to sell conditioners and heating. Ex$1895
WE HAVE SEVERAL LAKE front lots; lake view lots, 2 and
nmi day of March 1971, at 1:00 beginning, said tract of land 1968 FORD F100
I 124,500.00.
cellent benefits. 247-1501, Baker o'clock p.m., or thereabout, upon ,--itains a two-story brick Pick-up, 360 V8 with standard
3 acre lots in country and many lots in the city if you are
UP FOR ADOPTION
and Baker Employment Service, a credit of six 16) months, the building known as the J. W. transmission. White with
planning to build this spring let us show you some nice
A large fireplace located in the 1025 West Broadway,
Mayfield. following described property, to- Gilbert and Son Tobacco custom cab and radio. C255.
building locations.
den of this home is the center of
Manufacturing Factory.
M12NC wit:
fine family living. Newly
1968 FORD F600 C&C
$2495
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER on South 9th Street.
decorated with new carpets make
MA1NTAINENCE FOREMAN; TRACT NO. 1: Beginning at ALSO: One lot fronting 100 feet (2 ton), 330 heavy duty V8
. has central heat and air, family room, living room, built-ins
this a great buy in a home for
mechanical background pipe the northeast corner at Two Twin on the Murray and Wadesboro engine, two speed axle, 5
in kitchen,
baths, carport on nice lot. Only $21,000.00
only $25,500.00. This colonial
fitting, welding with knowledge of Oaks,running south 78 poles 11"2 Road running from Outland, et speed transmission, 174 inch
ffers 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
BEAUTIFUL DUPLEX IN Lynn Grove. One side has three
avy solutions and pumps. Fees feet: thence west 61 poles; thence al., north kne 100 feet; thence wheel base, 102 inches cab to
ntral heat and air, many built
he,1-(orns, living room, den, bath, nice kitchen and Utility
paid. Salary to $10,000 plus. 247- north 78 poles and 11"2 feet; east 187"2 feet; thence south 100 axle. A highway truck ( not a
in appliances, 2 car carport,
room. Other side has two bedrooms, living room,kitchen and
1501, Baker and Baker Em- thence east 61 poles to the feet to said Outland, et al., line; farm or log truck). T142.
ved drive,and large corner lot.
bath. Has double garage and one acre lot.
ployment Service, '1025 %List beginning corner, containing 30 thence west 187k-2 feet to the
11 753-4342 today.
Broadway, Mayfield.
beginning, being in Section 23, 1968 FORD RANGER
acres.
ADD $150.00 A MONITH
F100
$1995
YOU MUST LOOK AT the inside of this lovely home at 806
Township 2, Range 4, East.
To your income and keep
Pick-up, 360
V8
with
South 17th Street. It has three bedrooms, large family room,
ALSO: Beginning 78 poles and
your wife content YOUNG MAN for general kitchen 11,2 feet sputh of the Northeast It is agreed, however, that a 45- automatic transmission. Red
living TOOTT1; utility room, lots of closets, nice carpet and
Well located duplex, only 1 year work. High scnool and military
large outside storage.
Quarter of Section 19, Township foot strip of land lying between and white. A clean local truck
old. Live in one side and rent the obligations completed. If you are
2, Range 5, East; thence west 61 section line that divides Section T156.
other. 3 bedrooms to each unit, neat, efficient and willing to
WOULD YOU UKE TO have a beautiful year around home
poles; thence south 9 poles and 23 and 26 and the south line of F.
central heat and air, and utility work, this is a good opportunity.
$1395
on one of Panorama Shores best waterfront lots? This is a
10"2 feet; thence east 61 poles; B. Outland, et al., is always to 1967 FORD F250
room in each unit, Priced Some experience preferred. No
two story home with most modern conveniences. Plenty of
north 9 poles and 10,-2 feet remain open as a street or ( 34 ton) pick-up, 332 V8
thence
reasonable for excellent in- students. Apply Colonial House
trees, boat dock. Just move in and start to enjoy living.
to the beginning. The land herein passway to the depth of 18742 feet standard transmission. Red
vestment.
Smorgasbord.
M13C conveyed being 3 acres and 109 which joins the tracts of land of and white. Local truck. T124.
IF LINE BUSY
IN ONE OF MURRAY'S best locations we have a lovely split
F. B. Outland, et al.. and running
rods.
Keep trying. Everyone will be "APPLICATIONS ARE now
$1295
level home. This house has three bedrooms, large den, living
back to H. E. Wall land. ( Being 1967 CHEVROLET
nurse
aide
accepted
for
a
being
calling to find out about this 3
room,extra large ironing and utility room, two baths, central
ALSO: Sixty-two and one-half the same reservation contained' Pick-up, V8 standard trantraining
soon
at
class
to
begin
bedroom brick at 312 Woodlawn.
heat and air, garage and large lot.
of in Deed from H. E. Wall, et al., smission. Red and white.
Murray -Calloway County ( 62,2 ) acres off of the east side
Price reduced for quick sale.
Smith to W. dated October 19, 1921, and of Local truck. T76.
M.
sold
by
tract
the
Hospital, Apply at Nursing Of•:YOU COULDN'T BUILD this split level house for the mice it
'cited
beginning at the record in Deed Book 46, Page 204,
lterilarg°
M12C. C. Hamlett;
COLONEL $3995s
is listed at on your own lot. It is located in Meadow Green
Then call us on this cozy 2 fice."
southeast corner of the Northeast in Calloway County Court Clerk's 19(19
11 foot pick-up camp0.
Acres. City water, paved streets. Has three bedrooms, den,
bedroom frame in a good neighTownship Office.
19,
Section
of
Quarter
WANTED:
EXPERIENCED
Equipped as follows; roof
fire-place, living room, baseboard heat, garage and sitting on
borhood. The inside is in exwaitress, part time work. Must 2, Range 5, East; thence west
two lots.
mounted air-conditioned, gas
cellent repair, outside paint
Outland
obtained
and
L.
D.
an
unMurray
the
center
of
the
be neat, efficient and free to work with
needed.
enough to divided one-third interest to the stove and oven, gas furnace
far
Road
Bluff
Pine
week
ends.
Only
A-1
need
apply.,
and hot water heater,
AT 818 NORTH 19th Street we have a lovely three bedroom
COUNTRY LIVING
No phone calls. Colonial House include 62,2 acres; thence north above described property by pressurized hot
brick veneer on nice lot. Has extra large family room, living
and cold water
In this 3 bedroom on large lot 4
deeds:
the
following
virtue
of
said
line
of
boundary
north
the
to
Smorgasbord, Hwy.641 Norroom redecorated. You have to see the inside to really apmiles east of Murray on Hwy. 121. th.
Quarter; thence east with said Deed from T. H. Stokes and W. E. system, shower, commode
M12C
preciate this nice medium priced home.
Electric heat, city water, and
Quarter Section line to the nor- Marberry, dated May 26, 1917, and septic tank and 12 volt
garage. Just listed so call us PERMANENT POSITION if you theast corner of said Quarter; and recorded in Deed Book 37, electric refrigerator. PA
IN EAST Y MANOR on lovely wooded lot we have a new
today. Priced right at $13,000.00. have gardening or nursery ex- thence south with Quarter Sec- Page 344; Deed from H. E. Wall system to cab of truck. This
three bedroom brick veneer. Has central heat and air, large
TOO MUCH TOGETHERNESS? perience. Full benefits to $350.00 tion line to the beginning, except dated October 19, 1921, which is unit is mounted on a 1967 Ford
cien, nice living room, ikt baths, double garage, carpet and
If you would like to get away monthly. 247-1501, Baker and 30 acres heretofore sold to W. T. recorded in Deed Book 46, Page F250 14ton Ranger camper
large utility room and patio.
from it all call us on this 3 Baker Employment Service, 1(125 Hatcher; see Deed Book 40, Page 204; Deed from L. S. Anderson, special with 352 V8. Power
bedroom brick veneer on Hwy. West Broadway, Mayfield,
76; also except 3 acres and 109 et ux, dated December 27, 1939, steering, power brakes, and
automatic transmission. Ideal
IN GROVE HEIGHTS, JUST five miles from Murray, we
783, 2 miles west of Murray on
M12NC rods heretofore sold to W. T. which is recorded in Deed Book for
long trips or weekend. U4.
have this three bedroom brick veneer. Central heat and air,
approximately 2 acres. Carpeted
Hatcher; see Deed Book 40, Page 66, Page 475,and Deed from H. B.
city water, kitchen and den combination, living.roorn, double
living room, central heat and air, NEED EXTRA cash for those 77; the land herein conveyed Gilbert and S. M. Gilbert dated
garage, two baths On nice large lot, and moderately priced.
$595
October 5, 1928, which is recorded 1963 E100 FORD
2 baths, lots of storage, and 2 car "extras"? Turn spare time into being 30 acres, more or less.
Econoline van, 6 cylinder
"extra cash" selling popular
in Deed Book 57, Page 38.
carport.
standard transmission. C136.
Ftawleigh Products to your neigh- ALSO: The land being conveyed
AT 1609 LOCH LOMOND Drive is this real nice three
$1,3oo.oe
bedroom brick veneer. Has central heat and air, large family
Will buy this house and tot bors,friends. Phone 815-232-4161 being a one-half undivided in- kAarine 0. Doran obtained an
room, living room, utility room, big outside storage room,
$350
located at 103 Spruce St. This 2 or write giving phone no.: Ray terest in and to all of the Nor- undivided one-third interest to 1960 FORD
carpet and tile. Also has fenced in back yard. This has been ' bedroom frame is available for Harris, Rawleigh Co., Freeport, theast Quarter of Section 19, the above described property by Pick-up with cattle racks.
111.61032.
reduced.
immediate occupaVy.
ITC Township 2, Range 5, East, ex- virtue of a Deed from L. S. An- Runs like a watch. T97.
OFFICE BUILDING OR
cept 60 acres off of the east side of derson, et ux, dated August 5,
LADIES 2 openings full and part1960 FORD
$295
1509 SYCAMORE HAS large wooded lot. Three bedrooms,
BUSINESS
said Quarter, and except 20 acres 1955, and recorded in Deed Book
Panel truck. Interior paneled,
central heat and air, two fire-places, small family room,
Business lot and building time earn $2.00 an hour, no ex- off of the north end of said 100, Page 333,
with fold down table. A
living room, kitchen and dining area, carport and utility
located across from post office, perience necessary we train For Quarter.
room and has been reduced for Quick sale
Beale Outland obtained an un- fisherman's friend. C57.
where the Maple Leaf Restaurant interview appointment Phone
was located. The building is 753-1711 between 8-11 a.m M17C ALSO: GRANTORS' one-half divided one-..hird interest in the
35 More cars in stock,
,ONE OF MURRAY'S most modern and attractive homes on
sturcturally sound. Buy this and
undivided interest in the above described property by
NOTICE
ranging from 1955 to 1966
own your own office building or
a quiet street has central heat and air, large bedrooms, two
following tract: About 21.2 acres virtue of a Deed from Stanley
DO YOU earn $130.00 per week or
models.
baths, carpet, fire-place, double carport with.double outside
business. $8,500.00
of the Southeast Quarter of Pogue Outland dated June 15,
less? If so you may qualify for a out
storage rooms. This place is so nice it is hard to explain, but if
FARMS
Section 19, Township 2, Range 5, 1951, which is recorded in Deed
PARKER FORD,INC.
you are looking for a beautiful home, give us a call and take a
160 acres joining city limits, new continental home for only, East; beginning at the Northwest Book 93, Page 147, and by Deed
Corner of 7th and Main
look.
approximately 1,500 ft. railroad $200 down. Call American corner of said Quarter; thence from Alice Bates, et al., dated
Phone 753-2817
frontage, also frontage on Hwy. Housing Inc., 753-6715.
East with said north boundary June 11, 1952, which is recorded
M13C line of said Quarter about 100 in Deed Book 95, Page 399. Beale
WOKING FOR SOMETHING ultra modern in a lake cottage
94 Full sale price $42,500.00
'We have it in Eakeway Shores. This big t.frame of redwood
Polk Tucker's line Outland also obtained title by
26 acres located 3.8 miles West of I. Garvin
AUTOS FOR SALE
Phillips, as of this poles to where
Quarter Section line; inheritance from his father, F. B.
city limits. This farm is fenced, date, March 9,
has full basement, two bedrooms, built-4„jarge living area
said
crosses
1971 will not be
1968
CHEVROLET pick-up, long
said Tucker's Outland.( Affidavit of Descent for
has a barn and an excellent well. responsible
looking over the water. This is a large water front lot. This
for any debts in- thence Smith with
F. B. Outland is recorded in Deed wide bed, V8 standard tranGreat investment property.
house has cedar shake roof, Anderson windows, walk-In
curred other than my own. MIZP line about 50 poles to the center of
smission, custom cab, anclosets, fully carpeted, large sun deck, exposed beams, 12
Just listedL one of the best me
the old Calloway Town Road: Book 93, Page 55.)
niversary gold. 28,876 miles. One
foot sliding glass doors, copper plumbing and is fully inacre farms on the West side, ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- thence in a northwestern
For the purchase price, the owner. Kentucky truck warrenty
eulated.
located only 3 miles South of vice, Box 213, Murray,.Ky ('. M. 'direction with the center of said
Lynn Grove. This farm is fenced, Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- road to the west boundary line of purchaser must execute bond, still good. Reason for selling, do
approved securities, bearing not need truck. Phone Mrs.
has 2 tobacco barns and is in a mington. Kentucky.
LOOK AT THIS FOUR bedroom brick veneer at 1111
Aprill1C said Quarter; thence north with with
high state of productivity.
Sycamore. Has two baths,ill carpet, central heat and air,
said line about 18 yards to the legal interest from the day of James Hudson 753-6156.
M12C
beginning. The amount conveyed sale, until paid, and having the
fire-place in large living room and priced for quick sale.
Choice selection of budding lots
NOT1C
herein in both tracts above force and effect of a judgment. 1962 VOLKSWAGEN BUS, 9
available near new high school.
described is 8212 acres, more or Bidders will be prepared to passenger, new motor, new tires,
Also nice lot in Kingswood.
comply promptly with these $800.00. Phone 753-9449 after
WE NEED LISTINGS OF extra nice three and four bedroom
5:00
Notice of limited partnership less.
To list or buy -give us a try
terms. (Purchaser being given p.m
homes.
Notice is hereby given that,
and
right
the
one-half
privilege
a
obtained
to
pay
Outland
M12C
Kenneth W. Thomas, general
A Multiple I.isting Realtor
undivided interest in the above cash and accrued interest at any 1965
partner, and Larry L. Hall,
PLYMOUTH
Fury
II,
four
Office phone
property from F. B. time before the six months exdoor sedan, power steering and
limited partner, are now a described
753-4342
pire.
I
Frank
I..
Ryan
3,
Master
May
dated
Deed
by
partnership doing Outland
factory air. Phone 753-9901 after
limited
Donald R Tucker, Realtor
recorded in Deed Book Commissioner Calloway Circuit
M•mbwr of Multeplit Listings
5, or 753,7917.
.under the firm name of 1938. and
business
502 Maple Street
Page 315. I,. D. Outland ob- Court
Thomas' Honda Sales Limited 64,
M13P
901 Sycamore St
Murray, Kentucky
undivided one-half
M5-12-19-C
Phone 753-7724
City of Murray, tained an
the
Partners,
in
1967 BUICK LA SABRE, four
Horne phone
15th
day of February
Ky. as of the
door, with power steering and
NITE PHONES
753-5020
LOST & FOUND
LOST & FOUND
Louise Baker. 753-2409
1971.
brakes. New set of tires. Phone
ITC
Office phone
753-4516 after 5:00 p.m.
4
A IN 1 : WHITE male
Onyx Ray 753 8919
MI3
small
home,
FROM
STRAYED
Pekingese.
753-4342
Guy Spann 753 2587black dog with white whiskers, Answers to name of Charlie 1954 CHEVROLET one ton truck.
WANTED TO BUY
mixed Dachshund, Beagle. Phone 753-4iui or 753-8175 Dual wheels, flat bed with new
Prentice Ounr 753 5725
Max "Buddy Sykes"
Mi five foot cattle racks. Excellent
WANT TO BUY; logs and Weighs about 20 pounds. Strayed Reward
FOR SALE OR REM
Salesman
condition. Phone 489-2528 M15C
standing timber. Also have for from home Friday. March 10,
sale lumber and sawdust. vicinity of I.ynn Grove Hwy., If NEW 1971 12x50 mobile
home, 1967 PONTIAC Bonneville 2 door
Home' phone
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co. found or seen call 753-3466 after $3650 00. On private
lot to rent, hardtop, power and air,
p.m.
new
753-3465.
753-4147.
3:00
Phone
3,2 miles South of Murray.
Phone tires, sell $1150. Phone 436Ml2P 753-9151
MI5C
TFC
M 15P 2123
M 15C
e
ONE MILE EAST OF MURRAY on 94. Real nice three
bedroom brick veneer on large lot. Here is a real buy for
some one wanting a little ways from town. Has carpet,
electric heat, garage, wash house and many other extras.

Gil)
,Spann Realty

Read The Classified Ads Today

1970 DODGE
$2995
CHARGER.
power
steering,
Power
brakes, automatic transmission, factory air. Local
car. 1,200 actual miles. C57.
1969 DODGE
$1995.
CHARGER.
bronze with white vinyl roof,
power steering, automatic
transmission. Local car. C266.

1969 HONDA 175
4200 miles. U267.
$2495.
1969 FORD XLT.
Color, Indian Fire. White vinyl
steering,
Power
oof.
automatic transmission and
factory air. Local sharp car.
C237.
$2195.
1969 MUSTANG.
Convertible, red with white
top. V8 automatic transmission. Sold new at Parker
Ford. U279.
1969 FORD FAIRLANE $1850.
Four door sedan, 302 V8 and
automatic transmission.- A
local car with vinyl interior.
Power steering and factory
air. C215.

DUE TO r
and workit
about kt
Pekingese
registered
to choose
after 7:00

CLEAN C,
safe way I
electric stn
K.

WE ARE
tractors ar
Sea ford's
Hardin, Kr
4412.

AMERICA:
machine,
inch polishi
Super 7 Cl
due to ill
condition-7.

TWO FOE
pink, one
Panne 753-

1969 VW
$1795.
SQUAREBACK.
A sharp local car with factory
air. U7.

AKC RE(
Shepherd
5841.

1969 FORD GALAXIE
500.
$1995.
Two door hardtop with sports
roof. Red with power steering,
automatFc transuilasfott,'
factory air. Local car. U11. "

FRIGIDA
complete
nerspring
new. 621 E

1968 FORD CORTINA
$1195
Four door sedan. Automatic
transmission, radio. Sold new
at Parker Ford. U262.
—

ANTIQUE
phonograp
cylinders
2527.

1968 THUNDERBIRD
$2495
Four door Landau, complete
with all the extras. C179.

55 GisLLO
753-2350 at

1968 MUSTANG
$1695
Two door hardtop, 302 V8.
Yellow with black vinyl roof.
Local clean car. C129.
1968 FORD CORTINA
$895
Two door , four speed GT.
Economical riding. U284.
1968 PONTIAC
CATALINA
$1995
Two door hardtop. Light green
with black vinyl roof. Power
steering, power brakes,
automatic transmission and
factory air. Local clean car.
C17.
1968 FORD GALAXIE
500.
$1795
Two door hardtop. Red with
black vinyl roof. Power
steering, automatic transmission and air. One owner
Tennessee car. C235.
1968 THUNDERBIRD
$2495
Two door Landau. Burgandy
with black vinyl roof. All of the
extras. A beautiful
automobile. U24.
1968 FORD XL.
$1795
Red with power steering,
power brakes, automatic
transmission. A sharp one
owner local car. U21.
1968 FORD GALAXIE
500
$1695
Two door hardtop. Red with
black vinyl roof. Automatic
transmission, power steering.
Local car. C246.
1967 MERILRY COMET $995
Four door sedan, 289 V8 and
automatic trarismission. A
clean Kentucky car. C248.
1967 FORD LTD
$1795
Four door sedan. Dark green
metallic with brougham interior. Power steering, power
brakes, automatic transmission and factory air. A
local one owner car. CI92.

CLEAN
TREWAX
Shampooei
Purdoms,

GOOD US!
Phone 753-

CLEAN E
with the
America'!
shampooet
"Home of

40 INCH G,
condition.'
753-9673.

LITTLE C
3, 4,6 and'

WHEEL!
mower, Ii
753-7569

DISTRES:
sale. Roor
to wall, s
cornmerc
rubber WI
square yal
$2.99 squa(
on truck v
carry. 1
House,Ha

BEAUTY
dryers, a
purpose I
than one
Phone 753

STRAW
Phone 753

1967 MUSTANG
.$1296
Convertible, red with white.
top. Six cylinder automatic
transmission. Sold new at
Parker Ford, Ull.
1967 FORD LTD
$14,
Four door hardtop. Poweti
steering, power brakes,i
automatic transmission,
ia,tory air. A clean Kentucky
car. C231.
PARKER FORD,INC.
Corner of 7th & Main
Phone 753-261

WA
4" PI
kens
HIGH

12, 1971

T1j
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LEDGER & T1MES-M.HlUY. KENTUCKY

441N

I/HIP 411'

$2975
Ac with
brakes,
•c tranr. Low

FOR SALE

power
tranLocal
es. C57.

DUE TO my recent heart attack
and working hours we are selling
2 of our grown female
1
about /
Pekingese breeders, all AKC
registered and healthy. 8 or more
to choose from. Phone 753-4469
M131
after 7:00 p.m.

$1995.
yl roof,
tomatic
r. C266.

CLEAN CARPETS the save and
safe way with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer $1.00, Big
M13C
K.

$395.

$2695.
Ite vinyl
eering,
on and
rp car.

WE ARE offering our Gilson
tractors and tillers at sale prices.
Seaford's Lawn & Garden,
Hardin, Kentucky,437March24NC
4412.
AMERICAN SUPER 8 sanding
machine, American De-Lux 16
inch polisher with 3 attachments,
Super 7 Clarks edger, must- sell
due to ill health. All in good
condition-753-2324
Ml2P

$2195.
white
tranParker

$1850.
V8 and
Sion.- A
interior.
factory

TWO FORMALS. size 10. One
pink, one white, $7.50 apiece.
Mime 753-3447.
M12P
ARC REGISTERED German
Shepherd puppies. Phone 4365841.
Ml2P

$1795.
factory

$1995.
sports
eering,
ission,
U17.
$1195
tomatic
d new

$2495
omplete
179.

$895
GT.
284.

$1995
t green
Power
brakes,
on and
an car

$1795
ed with
Power
trane owner

$2495
rgandy
ll of the

$1795
eering,
omatic
rp one

$1685
with
tomatic
eerine

$995
V8 and
ion. A
248
$1795
green
am In
power
tranair. A
192.

"'TRIANGLE
Cafeteria and Restaurant
Phone 753-4953
Hazel Hwy.
- OPEN FROM 5 A.M. - 11 P.M. -

'Candidates
We don't put this guarantee To Speak
on any old car.
Convention

We Feature .. .

GOOD TASTING FOOD!
* TONIGHT'S MEAT MENU *

* Country Fried
65'
Steak

* Dixie Fried
Chicken 59'
* Hamburger Steak * Child's Plate
featuring 1/2 orders
with mushrooms and
49*
mushnom gravy 65'

53-2617

2
/
THREE BEDROOM trailer, 11
baths, furnished. North 16th
Street Extended. $100.00 per
month. Phone 753-9449 after 5:00
p.m.

AUCTION SALE

M12C

AUCTION SALE, March 13, 1971, ONE BEDROOM trailer, $50.00
COUPLE DESIRES to rent house
p.m. at the late Clay and
1:00
Murray.
per month. All utilities paid.
FRIGIDAIRE. TWIN beds, in country. In vicinity of
Martin home, located
Kitty
M15P
:753-4346
,inand
Phone 489-2595.
Phone
springs
with
complete
corner. _ of 5th and Barnett in
-5412C
nerspring mattress. Practically
oak
solid
Hazel. Will sell;
NOTTCE
new. 621 Ellis Drive.
dresser, rocking chairs, hand 10 x 50 TWO BEDROOM trailer.
M12C
tools, vacuum cleaner, 30 feet of Nice quite location, shady and
fence, deep freeze, grass lawn. One mile from city.
iron
type
EDISON
ANTIQUE
ic washer, stone jugs, Couples or one child. Phone 753automat
phonograph. Number of playable
M15P
wheels, kettle and stand, 5109.
wagon
cylinders included. Phone 753brass bed, tobacco setter, cherry
2527.
clock, RCA 21 inch LARGE,CLOSETS. Elec. heat, &
Per grandfather
M12C
au
Room ;En
television, marble top tables, Air. cond. Private entrance ideal
Benefit
living room suite, grind rock, for couple. White House apt. 1606
55 GALLON BARRELS. Phone
Day round top trunks, bed room suite, West Main
M15C
ation
Inform
Free
753-2350 after 5:00 p.m.
se round table,
book-ca
cherry
Ml2P
electric stove, refrigerator, lawn
NOTICE
furniture, half bed. Many other
nce
Insura
with
rugs
YOUR
.
mention
CLEAN
753-419* items too numerous to
Agency
TREWAX Rug Shampoo. Rent
Good sale, be sure to come, we d
money.
save
Shampooer and
like to see you there. Terry
Purdoms, Inc.
Shoemaker-Auctioneer.
M13C
M13C
FOR SALE

1

GOOD USED doors and windows.
JAP HAY,600 bales. 60 cents and
N, MARCH is, 1971 at
Phone 753-9522.
Phone 435-5311. AUCTIO
corner of 4th
M13C 65 cents per bale.
Ml2P 10:00 a.m., located
and Gilbert in Hazel at the late
CLEAN EXPENSIVE carpets 22 INCH PUSH type rotary Patton Nance. Will sell; stove,
ator, dining room suite.
with the best. Blue Lustre is mower with 31
2 H.P., 4 cycle refriger
/
America's favorite. Rent motor. Like new. $25.00. ,hone air-conditioner, big shop fan,
glass door safe, good condition,
shampooer $1. Western Auto, 753-5849.
'odd chairs,
"Home of The Wishing Well."
M12C reclining chair,
M13C
tables, cabinets, beds, ne
buffer, vacuum cleaner,like new
10X50 MOBILE HOME, bought
40 INCH GAS Tappan range, good new in 1967. Excellent condition Red clothes, dishes, woven rugs
condition, practically new. Phone with gas heat and completely round top trunk, mixer, heaters
hand tools, girls clothes sizes 1-3
753-9673.
d. Phone 753-8251.
MI3P furnishe
old high chair
M12C wheel barrow,
good shape. Other items t
. Plan to bi
LITTLE GIRLS clothes, sizes 2, 4020 JOHN DEERE tractor and numerous to mention
M15C
at these sales in Hazel all da
3.4,6 and 7. Call 753-3110
plows. 530 Case tractor, 72 A.C. Saturday. We will be lookin
combine. 67 Dodge truck, two ton forward to your being there
OR
TRACT
WHEELHORSE
with grain bed. Phone 753-1977. Terry Shoemaker-Auctioneer
mower, like new, 8 h.p. Phone
Ml3P
M13
M25C
753-7569

Thinking of
Home Decorating?
Think of--Hughes Point
Store

401 Maple St. 753-3642

1.001

SMALL GROCERY and bait
SERVICES OFFERED
M13C
DISTRESSED STOCK-truck load shop. Phone 753-6420
wall
rolls,
full
sale. Room sizes,
LADIES, GIRIS, interested ii
to wall, some jute back, some
motorcycle. textile painting' Phone 753-3927
commercial type, hi-density NEW HONDA,450 cc
M12
M15P
rubber back rugs. Value to $6.95 Phone 753-7670
and
square yard, our price $1.99
Chevrolet 2 door WANT TO mow lawns. G
$2.99 square yard. Pick anything NICE 1962
two automatic hog service. Contracts for summer.
also
and
,
Cash
hardtop
lasts.
it
on truck while
M15C Phone 753-9483.
492-8622
phone
t
s
Discoun
waterer
carry. Paschall's
MI7C
House Hazel, Kentucky, 492-9733.
Ml3P
SOFA, COSTS about $200, good SPRING IS just around the
rug
Experienced
condition, will sell for $50; corner.
electric lawn edger, costs about cleaning at bargain prices. Costs
BEAUTY SHOP equipment; t
dryers, a wet station, an all $50, used very little, $15. Phone you only pennies to leave your
rug looking like new. Phone 753purpose hydraulic chair, less 753-5976.
M13C 6051
than one year old, like new.
M12C
Phone 753-2511 from 8:00-5:00.
M13C TRAVEI. TRAILER, 22 ft.
deluxe, self contained. Call 753- FOR ALL your home alterations
days, after five p.m. 753- repairs, remodeling, etc, new or
sale.
7117
for
HAY
STRAW AND
3425, ask for Tom.
Free estimates. Call 753Phone 753-3820
417C old.
M13C
March 29NC
612.3.
NOTICE

NOTICE

MN

JVATFR WHEN YOU WANT/T..‘2i

$1495,
Power;
rakes,;
salon,
ntucki

STUDIO APARTMENT, modern,
furnished. Also a room for a man.
Zimmerman Apartments, South
16th Street. Phone 753-6609.
MiSC

McCONNELL

•

NTEE
4" PLASTIC WELLS WITH 5-YEAR GUARA
enced.
experi
All drilling one by an
licensed well driller._
PRICES!
HIGHEST QUALITY AT REASONABLE

LLING
DIXIE WELL DRI
PiZ Tips.
3 Miles - Hwy. 19E Phone 901 642-2342

Before a used car can get our guarantee, it has to pass the VW 16-point safety
and performance test. Then, if anything
needs fixing, we fix it. So you know the car
isn't all used up.
Then we give it our 100% guarantee. To
30 days or
repair or replace all major mechanical parts' for
1000 miles, whichever comes first.
guarantee like
And you know we wouldn't give any old car a
that.

broke system, •lectricol system
•ongl.,'transmission, ,.or 121111, front exle (monthlies,

LARGE ROOM. Modern, private
entrance, air-conditioned,
refrigerator, electric heat, grills,
picnic table, washers, dryers.
Zimmerman Apartments, Sout
16th. Phone 753-6609.
MI

KENTUCKY LAKE CATFISH
Complete Dinner Only $200
Includes: French Fries
Hush Puppies • Slaw

WANTED TO RENT

TWO BEDROOM trailer, furnished, air-conditioned, ltii50,
good location. Phone 753-3895 or
M12C
753-3482.
TWO BEDROOM duplex, $75.00
a month. $50.00 deposit. Couple
preferred. No pets. See at 1601
College Farm Road or call 1-313842-2162.
M23NC

Come and Have Supper With Us

uO
$1284:
-White.
matiC
ew

MOBILE HOME. 10x42. Airconditioned, two and one-hall
miles from Murray. Phone 75..$
M15
2583 after 5:00 p.m.

HOSPITAL
INSURANCE

;

81015
302 V8.
yl roof.

FOR RENT

NOTICE

NOTICE

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

Al Tos FOR SALE

szin

RAILROAD WELDING and
wrought iron shop. East Maple
Street, across from Murray
Lumber Co., owned .by 15'an
Hutson, operated by Ranch.
APRII.7(
•
Phone 753-1933.
EXPERIENCED. GUARANTEED carpet laying. $1.00 per
yard. Phone 753-9449 after 5:00
p.m.
'

M12C

FURNITURE REFINISHING.
All work guaranteed. Free
pickup and delivery. Free
estimate. Antique or natural
finish. Jerry McCoy,753March 31C
+045.

top
1969 CHEVROLET Impala Custom 2-Door Hardtop. Green with black vinyl
Bucket seats, power and air.
Power
1969 CHEVROLET Impala 2-Door Hardtop. Red with black vinyl top.
and air.
1969 FORD Torinos (2). Both red with black interiors. 4-speeds. Local cars
and priced to sell.
1969 PLYMOUTH Road Runner 2-Door Hardtop. Gold with white interior.
Double power. 14,000 actual miles, like new.
trade-in.
1969 JAVELIN 2-Door Hardtop. Double power, low mileage. New car
1968 PONTIAC GTO 2-Door Hardtop. Double power, His/Her transmission.
Extra clean.
1968 CHEVROLET Bel Air 4-Door. Local _car.
'air. New car trade-in,
1967 DODGE Dart Automatic, 6-cylinder. Power and
4k
excellent condition.
top.
1967 CHEVELLE 2-Door Hardtop. Automatic. Gold with black vinyl
1967 PLYMOUTH Fury III 4-Door Hardtop. Power and air, Local car.
1967 PONTIAC LeMans 4- door Hardtop. Gold with black vinyl top.
Air conditioned.
1967 PONTIAC LeMans 2-Door Hardtop. Automatic, double power.
.
1967 CAMARO. 4-speed. Blue with black vinyl top, mag wheels
1966 PONTIAC Bonneville 4-Door Hardtop. Power and air.
1966 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass 2-Door Hardtop. Power. and air. 1966 BUICK Skylark Grand Sport Yellow with black vinyl top.
1965 MUSTANGS (2). Both 4-speed. One hardtop and one convertible.

WE HAVE A LARGE SELECTION OF GOOD USED
VWs TO CHOOSE FROM!
.. .
See These Courteous Salesmen For Any of These Good Used Cars
Or New VW Buys . . .
Ed Carroll
Tommy Carroll
v- Clete Hubbs
Bennie Spann
v Tommy Sanders

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, Inc.

IN THE

5 P.M.
Open Mon. thru Sat. 730 A.M. Ill
delivisry this'll. Ask
ning Avadable
ConditIo
Arr

Go•ng to Europe? Yak*

WANT
ADS

about it now.

753-8850
800 Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone
FOR RENT

FOR RENT
NOTICE

NOTICE

TRAILER SPACES FOR RENT
Nice, shady, quiet trailer park, with all
modern facilities. On Highway 94 East, one
block from Kentucky Lake.

Eat Your Home
I
1)"*vi II"
•

4!"\

ROACM11
Carry Germs

Kenlake Trailer Park
Phone 474-2247
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

gUSINE.4S OPPORTUNITY

Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year 4:sund ... Winter and Summer

CALL TMTTOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
and
Pest Control
Murray, Ky.
100 S. 13th Street
Nite
or
Day
14
753-39
Phone
Home Owned and Operaled Over 20 Years
Licensed by State of Kentucky v• Member Chamber of Commerce

Business Opportunity
Own Your Own
MAYTAG EQUIPPED

HIGHLANDER CENTER
OPENING SOON IN

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Call

Commercial Laundry Dist., Inc.
Owensboro. Ky

Phone 684-0278

Gov. Louie B. Nunn, State Supt.
Wendell P. Butler, and candidate for governor and for state
superintendent will speak at the
1971 state convention of the .
Boards
School
Kentucky
Association + KSBA i on March 1517 in Louisville.
Gov. Nunn will be the featured
speaker at a convention banquet
on Tuesday evening, March 16, i
and State Supt. Butler will address the school board members •
the next morning.
Gubernatorial candidates Bert
Combs, Tom Emberton and
Wendell Ford will speak at the ,
opening session of the convention +
on Monday evening, March 15.
Four candidates for state
superintendent of public instruction-Lyman Ginger, Lewis
Johnson, Douglas Moseley and C.
W. Snyder-will speak on Wednesday morning.
KSBA President F. C. Bryan, a
member of the Mt. Sterling
Board of Education, will preside
at the three-day convention,
which will be held at Louisville's
Kentucky Hote,.
On Tuesday morning, Dr.
Ralph Kimbrough, chairman of
the University of Florida's
Department- of -Educational. •
Administration, will deliver the
convention's keynote address:
"New Dimensions in School
Board Leadership." ..., ,
Following Dr. Kimbrough's
address, two authorities in the
field - --of - --•- "-'professional
negotiation" (collective
bargaining between teacher
organizations and school boards I
will speak.
Roland Lubbinge, director of
employmee, relations for the
Grand Rapids t Mich. t Schools,
will speak on "Trends and pitialLs
in Professional Negotiation."
W. A. Wettergren, executive
secretary of the Minnesota
School Boards Association, will
describe -The Actual Application
of PN in One State."
A legislative program for the
1972 Kentucky General Assembly
and a comprehensive statement
of KSBA's beliefs and policies
will be the objects of workshops
and general sessions on Tuesday
Also on the afafternoon.
ternoon's program will be the
election of KSBA officers for 197172. ,
The 1971 F. L. Dupree Award
will be presented at the convention banquet. The award is
presented annually to the Kentucky local school superintendent
c e
selected by a statewide f
rnittee as the most creative '
administration of his local sc ool
district.
According'toKSBA Executive
Director Maurece D. Bement. ,
-School boards today face many
critical problems, and we believe
our convention program 'has
sufficient variety and relevance
to command the interest of every
school board member and school
administrator in the state

Makes scents
CHICAGO (UPI)-That perfume you're wearing may attract a real stinker- and not
the man' who's wooing you.
While the. skunk's. contribution to the world of perfumes does not elicit enthusiastic response, certain perfunu
manufacturer:, value the ?weft(
for its persistency, according
to the Encyclopaedia Britannica. and treat the yellow.
odoriferous liquid for use as a
lierfurne base.
* * *

Night driving
bad for elders
NE% )ORK (UPI) A firm .
pe.cializing in insurance for
the older driver suggests suclpellsons cut down on nighttimi
driving, doing as little of sanw
possible.
"Nn older driver's eyes t.'nsj
ii lw slower in reacting ti
hanges in light than a`youngei
person. And as nighttime driv
mg requires a con-tarit adjust
meni to oncoming headlights
might lriving pre-ent- a pro
older driver-.
1.1.-in t,, rnan
,a44 Hobert Pollack, exe•
'.ie re.islent of the urn,
I 'saes Ill 411 Won 1 n uran'ce f

Parents of Birth Defects Children
Find Help by Corning Together

"I can talk to..a friend or a
relative or someone here at
the hospital and they will listen. But they don't understand because they haven't
experienced what I go through
every day."
These words, spoken by the
mother of a child born with
severe birth defects, best explain the concept underlying
the formation of parent groups
at many March of Dimes
Birth Defects Centers across
the country.
Birth defects strike 250,000
babies each year in the United
States. This means one every
two minutes. Birth defects
range from those which can
be corrected easily to the
tragic malformations that can
destroy a mind or body.
No one is prepared for the
shock of learning that his
baby has been born severely
handicapped. When it happens, making the years ahead
suddenly seem long and comfortless, both husband and
wife need someone who understands their heartache and
confusion.
Doctors, social workers and
therapists can guide parents
as they look for new directions. Increasingly, however,
many couples are turning to
each other for support in
many ways.

By STEVE USBY

A
COFFEE, TEA, AND CONVERSATION, as well as an extra opportunity t•
obtain guidanc• from social work•r Grace Williamson (right), are rho
•ssentiol ingredients at meetings of parents whose children hav• birth
defects.

Written Espicially for Central
Press and This Netcmpaper
QUITE A MAN is Sven Nahlin, of Stockholm. Sweden. Operator of a four-mail Stockholm
underwater diving firm known
as Nahlins Dykeri AB, his
equipment room looks for all
the world like the hallway leading to Davy Jones' Locker: scuba
and other underwater gear lie
everywhere around, neatly organized for his next professional dive.
The next assignment may be
to seek a murder weapon from
the silt-heavy bottom of Stockholm harbor. He may be salvaging machinery from a sunken fishing vessel. He may try
to find, from the harbor's bottom, huge chunks" of waterlogged oak, which three centyries in the Baltic has turned
almos black. Such a single plank
sells for more than $300.
Sven Nahlin and his associates. between jobs, fashion this
solid oak into cuff links, trays
and handles for kitchen equipment.

hers of the association.
of handicapped chiloren as it
At many sessions, educa- relates to society.
presented.
tional talks are
Although the purposes are
During the past year, speak- much the same, not all groups
ek have included a neurosur- are organized alike. Some acgeon, a physical therapist, a cept parents of children with
urologist, an orthopedist, an
any birth defect. Some are
occupational therapist, a reptherapeutic and operate enresentative from the St. Louis
tirely under professional su•
County Special School Dis•
iu
pervision. Other groups meet
trict from the program for the
NO MATTER what Nahlin is
private
at
often
informally,
Orthopedically Handicapped.
homes. However, most seek doing—underwater or on dry
land he's always thinking -and the executive director of
professional assistance at
take his venerable fox-terrier
local chapter of The Nafrom
frequently
point,
some
Kajsa, who sleeps happily in
tional Foundation-March of
worker.
social
a
the equipment room on a car
Dimes. The Center social
the
that
say
parents
Many
seat which serves as his bed.
worker, of course, attends all
difficulty of facing the initial
Kajsa, was fitted with scuba
meetings.
Shock seems to be made gear by his imaginative master,
easier by talking to another and is now the world's first
Two Waj Learning
parent. One father, whose scuba-dog. So far. Kajsa hasn't
The medical and paramed- child is now six, describes his brought much profit to his masical professionals have all feelings when he sees a new ter's firm, but she does love to
chase fish.
been from the staff of the family arrive at the clinic.
Recognizing how simple it
Birth Defects Center and
"I see them in the hall and
many parents feel that this is want to help. I want to show was to train his dog the ,art of
scuba, Nahlin came up with
an important factor.
them things aren't as bad as
"After a doctor speaks at they might be. I know what another interesting idea. Since
our meeting," says one moth- they're in for and it's easier a dfVer, foraging in the depths.
er, "we have a little closer if you know what to expect soon finds himself enveloped in
feeling to him. IL becomes Now, through the parents as- an inky cloud, he is-- in effectalmost blind. Why not, then.
easier to ask questions. I sup- sociation, we have a channel_consider training blind diverge?
pose it's because here we're to provide reassurance to
Emotional Support
He talked with officials of the
people, not just the patient's these families"
Tomteboda Institute for the
The Parents Association parents."
youthful
Blind, then asked
for Spina Bifide_and Hydro- —The relationship-canbe reTernteboda- --student— -atiehertee
cephalus at St. Louis Chil- ciprocal. Many of the Center
Wow many Nvould like to learn
dren's Hospital was formed staff members feel they have
to dive. All 148 raised their
about two years ago with the learned more about the famhands. That was three years
support of the Center social ily problems through discusago.
• • •
worker. Spina bifida is a de- sions at the meetings.
fect in which parts of the verSINCE that: time, following
Meetings are believed by
training sessions in the swimtebrae (making up the spine
some to provide a very useful
ming pool of the school, he has
NEW ORK ( I PI) Snnefail to fuse during the early kind of inforfnal group thermonths of life following con- apy. Learning from one an- thing very simple helps to cut taken his blind mermen to the
ception. The condition can other how to face these prob- fuel consumption on the home- bottom of Stockholm harbor;
two-week trip to the Black Sea
range from minor impairment lems and to deal with them front. And fuel bills.
at the invitation of the Bulgarof the legs to paralysis, and constructively is one of the
ian government; -and has even
The something sin-ipie V.
often occurs in conjunction
led his sightless friends in a
most
important
functions
of
dow shades.Thr tip is based sin tour of the United States to
with hydrocephalus ("water
the
group.
a study made hy the Armour show Americans how adaptable
on the brain").
When a new couple attends
Since many parents must
•Researeh
Foundation during his blind students are in the sit
their first meeting, they imtravel a considerable distance
World War II. The study show. cf underwater exploration
that
aware
become
mediately
to attend the monthly Birth
He took one blind youngstei
they are not alone. The group ed that %inflow ,:hadcs offer
Defects Clinic,and most fathialliable dividends in insulation
them
home"
"at
makes
feel
ers take a day off from work
Their reflecting qualities, esdiscussing questions that a
to do so, parents meetings are
be reluctant to pecially in white or light cole rs.
might
parent
the
on
month
also held once a
with a neighbor— keep out the, heat in warm
evening of clinic day. More talk about
for example problems of uri- weather, reducing the load sin
than a dozen couples attend
for the air conditioner.
regularly, and all parents who nary and bowel control
their child.
Conversely, according to the
Empathy Not Sympathy
come to the Center with a
report, a fuel saving in cold
newborn child receive an inThe meetings have followed %rather Can be realized by Ow
vitation. The letter outlines similar patterns aroLifia the proper use of shades. In either
the group's objectives:
country. Participants emphacasc.liie savings may be as
To help our children attain size to each other that these
their maximum capabili- meetings are not sympathy Much as 15 to 20 per cent and,
ties;
sessions. Rather, those at- with some shade cloths such as
To help promote and pro- tending unite in mutual in- room-darkeners. even more.
Pulling down the shades all
vide emotional support terest, assist new parents
and a better understand- with information and moral the way as darkness approaches
ing of our children;
support, and discuss ways to helps Tut down on the amount
To promote fellowship and develop better community of fuel- it takes to heat the
good will among mem- understanding of the problem room.
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\ TROUT NET

PFLUEGER
BAIT CASTING REELS

'

Spool-Anti Free
Backlash-Star Drag

Sturdy
frarr%
alastic
cord.

Values to
44.97
Your
Choice

.. 59c
v,Reg. 89C
aluminum
with
(let
shoulder

YOUR CHOICE
Famous
PLUG ASSORTMENT
plugs
Assorted
guaranteed to catch
the big ones.

_ 2 990

Reg. 89C each

THU WORLD'S FINEST EIAITCASTING
REEL WITH UNIQUE FEATURES'

For

14,88

5000 C°".ne$ more accurate, pinThe
point casting with less possibility of backthan any other casting reel. Centril
ugal brake anti•bacIdash mechanism, plus
calibrated mechanical. araku—

Plastic WORMS

Reg, 90 Each

YOUR CHOICE
SOUTHBEND
Spin or Spincast

RODS

7
'—'C2 331"
"
Psnix 3366.o° Reg. 19.97

lash

To match the #25
or 210 Southbend
Reels.

A Zebco "Balanced Tackle''
combo featuring America's
popular reel and its
most
matching 6' two-piece tubular glass rod. Cast light or
heavy lures accurately!

apacity
of 150
Yds. of 6 lb. Mono.
REG. 12.99

SNELLED HOOKS9
Sliced shankAngle
point, nylon snells.
Reg. 19C
Asst. sizes.
BERKLEY
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BLUE STREAK$

r - 9e'

REELS

Reg. 23C
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MONOFILAMENT LINE

SOUTHBEND
SPIN OR SPINCAST

Just in time for bass
and crappie season.

4

Your
Choice

Metal Constructienl
Star
Drag, w/90.
Yds of 8 lb, Mono,
I•

Values to 3.99
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When making a pie. mix
up enough dough for several
Line extra pie
pie crusts.
s with crust, place a layer
Otit-T
as
of
e pans
each crust, and stat
on top of each other. Place
the stack in a large plastic
bag, seal and freeze for quick
use later.
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I KNOW HOW iT 15 IJI-IEN LAX
FALL FOR SOMEONE „YOU THINK
ArOUT THEM ALL THE TIME ..:
POOR CHUCK... I'LL BET HE
CAN'T EVEN 'SLEEP.......
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CLIP THIS COUPON
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now, Nahlin hag taken a total
of 44 blind boys under his flippers.
Nahlin's enthusiasm and drive
are contagious. His one-man
campaign to aid the blind has
become a '22-man task force.

Save 30%! .I Iniii
Save 30%! ' I 3.75
oz.
I
Reg S5.54 i
Reg. 113.00 I
1.75 oz.
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I DON'T KNOW HU THESE
THINGS HAPPEN... MA,/fle HE'S
AU1./AV./5 LIKED ME AND Jlt51
NEVER REALLY 5AIDANYTHtN6..
I HATE 10 MAKE HIM UNHAPPY...

into his firm, and the lad is and the first
volunteer members
now a full-time employee. By were his
wife
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CLIP THIS COUPON

Ill
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With Say-Rite's
' Money-Saving
Coupons!

III

and 14-year-old
son. Swedish businessmen help
finance such projects as an 18th
century inn which Nahlin and
his friends took over some time
ago to serve as a vacation spot
for 300 blind youngsters between 13 and 20.

WASHINGTON (UPI)-The
the
first building code in
United States dates back to
1626, says HUD Challenge,
official publication of the Department of Housing and l rban Development. It prohibited thatched roofs in the
Ply niouth colony, presumably
because the roofs were targets
for flaming arrows.

Meet Kalsa

By Grace Williamson,
Social Worker
March of Dimes Birth
Defects Center,
St. Louis Children's Hospital,
St. Louis, Missouri
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